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INTRODU:CTION. 
SITUATION AND AREA. 
Buchanan is one of the important agricultural counties in 
the northeastern part of Iowa. Its location is so near the 
Mississippi river that it attracted early attention from the 
pioneer homeseekers. Before the advent of the railroad the 
great watercourse was the main highway 'of travel, and 
Dubuque was. one of the points fr()illwhich irn:¥~l~ants:began 
the overland journey into the interior of the st~te. , . Bllchanan 
is the third county west of the river,and its relative proximity 
to what was at the time the :nearest market had its influence 
. "in determining the choice of . Il?-anysettlers; Plltthf3P~incipal 
attraction. was found in the beautiful expanses otundulating 
:prairies, with soils marvelously fertile and easy of cultivation, 
in the groves that dotted tha prairies, and in 'the wide stretches 
()f wooclh1nd" skirting drainage streams that ran~~ear and full " 
through the whole round of seasons. 
,Buchanan'county en;tbraces sjxteen congressional townships . 
. The second correction line divides the county into two nearly 
equal' parts.' Delaware and Dubuque 0Punties iie between 
,Buchanan and the eastern boundary of the state. Fayette and 
Winneshiek separate this countY-from Minnesota.' "Buchanan 
is bounded on 'the west by Black Haw), and :onthe south by 
Benton and Linn. 
GEOLOGICAL WORK IN BUCHANAN COUNTY. 
Previous to the inauguration of the present Survey, the 
geology of Buchanan county was the subject of more or less 
study by a number of, observers. ' As usual, in this part of 
Iowa, the' first geologist to enter the countywa~Dr. Da-vid 
" "'204. " 
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Dale Owen, whose parties exploring the mineral lands in the 
2,utumn of 1839, examined the townships since named Middle-. 
field, Fremont,Madison and Buffalo. Limestone is reported 
:at one point in Madison township,* but in general no rock was 
seen except granite bowlders, some of which are described as 
·ofgigantic size. 
The next geologist to visit Buchanan county was Prof. J. D . 
. Whitney, but no detailed work was undertaken, and the reportt 
subsequently published contained only a very brief reference 
to the expmmres along the Wapsipinicon from Independence 
to the south line of the county. No rocks were noted except 
those belonging to the Devonian period. In the same report 
Prof. James Hall:!: describe~ and figured a number of interest-
. ing fossil forms from the· quarries near Independence. In 
Hall an,d Whitney's report the limestones at Independence are 
·correlated with the Hamilton formation of New York. 
In 1872 Hall and Whitfield published a paperll on the Devon-
ian of Iowa, referring incidentally to the limestones at Inde-
pendence, and correlating them,as had been done before, with 
the New York Hamilton. 
Certain coral-bearing beds at Waterloo, now known to lie 
abovethe limestones at Independence, were, however, referred 
by Hall and Whitfield, in the report cited, to the CQrniferous 
.or Upper Helderbeg, while the Lime creek shales, which carry 
.a fauna intimately related to the fauna of shales below the 
Independence limestones, were correlated with the New York 
.-Chemung. 
The shale peds -lying below the Independence limestones 
were described by Calvin§ in 1878. The position and charac-
teristics of the Independence shales were noted, and attention 
*Rept. 0:1' a Geol. Expl. of part of Iowa, Wis. and Ill., in the autumn 0:1' the year 1839.QBy 
David Dale Owen, p. 112. Ordered printed June 11, 1844. 
tRept. on the.Geol. Surv. 0:1' Iowa. By James Hall and J. D. Whitney. Vol. I, part I, p. 296 
1858. 
tOp. cit.,evol. I, part. II. 
UDes.o:l' new Sp. of Fos. from the Dev. rocks of Iowa; 23d An. Rep. N. Y. Sta.te Cab. Na.t. 
Hist., p. 2.t3, et seq. Albany, 1873. Advance sheets of the paper were distributed in 1872. 
§Bulletin 0:1' U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. of the Territories. Yolo IV, No.3, pp. 725-730. 
Washington, July 29,1878. 
18 G Rep. 
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was directed to the fact that the fauna of -these lower shales 
was very similar to that found in the shales along Lime creek, 
in Floyd and Cerro Gordo counties.· The Indepelldence shales, 
however, lie near the base Qfthe Devonian system, as it is 
developed in Iowa, while the Lime creek shales lie Iie~:L"r the· 
suminit, with·at least 150 feet of limestones between the two 
horizons; and . the· practica~ identity of t.he twi)Jaunas could 
lead but to the conclusion that the whole Devonian.of Iowa, . 
as then known, belonged to asingle series. 
There are some references to the rocks of Buchanan county 
in the report, of. the Tenth census. * . The statistics on the 
quarries and building stones of Iowa were compiled by McGee. 
A brief.description of the quality of the-stone near Independ-
ence and Quasqueton is given, and . all·· the Devonian strata of 
the state are referred to the Hamilton system. 
There are frequent· references to .the topography, drainage 
. androck exposures of Buehanan county iIi ~IcGee'st.mem.oir 
. on the Pleistocene history ofno~theastern Iowa. ·Therecords 
. of a number of wells+ give the best sections so far available 
of the Pleistocene deposits ·of the couJ+ty. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY • 
. The surface of Buchanan county presents .little variety in 
the way of topographic fo:rins.·· Much. the greater part of the 
surface is covered· with drift of Iowan age, and IS ·diversified 
only by the gentle swells and oro3Jd,iil-~drained slough~ that 
ev:erywhere mark the presence of. this Sheet of till. Examples 
of erosion are almost entirely absent over the whole area of 
Iowan drift, ·the topographic forms being· due mainly to ·the 
eccentricities of ice molding. Only along thedramage courses 
are thete any signs of erosion since the retreat of the Iowan 
*Tenth Census Rept;, Buildi.ng Stpnes and the Quarry Industry; Iowa, by W J McGee. 
Vol. X, p. 263; . Washington,1883. . 
tPleistocene-H1st. of Northeastern Iow~. U.S. Geol. Surv., Eleventh An. Rept. Washing-
ton, 1891. . . 
;Op. cit., p. 519. . 
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ice, and even here the process is in the incipient stage, for'i-t 
is g~nerally limited to the cutting of the shallow channel and 
to the carving of short, secondary trenches that extend back 
only a few rods from the stream. The general surface of the 
country remains about .as it was left by the Iowan ice. The 
general drift.·· surface is practically unmodified by erosive 
~~. . 
.' In the interval between the going of the Kansan ice and the·· 
coming of the Iowan the surface of the. older drift was deeply 
eroded, and in many cases the present surface configuration 
is controlled to a greater or less extent by the inequ3Jlities 
thus produced. Indications of pre-Iowan topography, only 
partly disguised by the laier drift,are ,seen-first, in the 
valley of the "IYlaquoketa, and,secorid; in the gravel ridges 
rising forty or fifty feet above the level of' the valley, in the 
northeast corner of Madison township. The broad, shalloW-
depression followed by Buffalo creek, . is a partly-filled pre-
Iowan valley. It may indeed be ·preglacial. . At all events it 
was a drainage course at the close of the Kansan,i.or beds of 
Buchanan gravels laid down during the melting and retreat 
, of the Kansan ice, and noW-highly oxidized,are stre'wn all 
along its course in Buchamlll county. The same is true of 
Pine creek and its valley in the western part of Byron town-
ship. The same is true ,to a greater or less extent of every 
stream in the county. Their valleys, . if the broad depressions 
in wh~ch they flow deserve to be called valleys, are not pro-
ducts of erosion since the retreat of the Iowan ice. . Thev 
" U 
were determine<iby the character of the surface before the 
Iowan drift was deposited. This later drift simply veneered, 
without completely disguising -the' old ,valleys. Nearly all 
these valleys were waterways when the Kansan ice was melt-
'ing and were partly choked by trains of gravel which is now 
recognized ~s the valley phase of the Buchanan gravels. 
. . 
That the Iowan drift, in certain localities, is very thin, and 
simply mantles a topography developed in pre-Iowan time, is 
illustrated at numerous points. There are ridges of weathered 
i 
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. -. . . -, 
Buchanan gravels over which the Io"'\Van till is limited toa few 
inches of dark loam. - Even in thevalley~ the deposit of Iow~n 
age is not_ .infrequently less th~n afoot in thickness., A, 
rounded, rockybluiI, rising sixty.,:ftvefeetabove the -level of 
the river, in the southwest quarter of ~ection. 4; Perry town-
sllip, has numerous Iowan bowlders -strewn -over the entire 
surface" from the level o~ 'the water -up to the summit, and 
_ stands as an ex3.lnple of an. old topography practically unaf:-
fected by Iowan drift. Over'by far'the_larger portlonof the 
county, however, th~ Iowan drift -completely conceals the '-
characters of- the pre-Kansan surface and 'presents a topog-
raphy peculiarly its own. , 
Where typically developed; the Iowan drift plain exhibits a 
-surface that is rathergentlyundulating~ Therelieicurves 
are loW', broad and sweeping, wit~·theconcaveportions oiten 
longer than the convex. --'Drainage -of the broad,g~n:tly con-
cave lowlands is -imperfect, or was so-before.'the ,introduction 
of artificial _conditions." -The only, eviden.ce oierosiOQ is found 
in the narrow,_sha.llo-w·channels_'of the-dl'ainage_-streams cut 
but little "below the level of the otherwisemibroken plain. -
Taken ,as a whole Fremont'township has more of the typical 
characteristics of the Iowan drift plainth(l,nanyother area of 
similar size in the county. The relief in general is very low, 
large areas being fl~,t and imperfectly drained. , -Thisis partic-
ularly true of the broad plain which is bisected by Prairie -
cr~ek. From ashort -distance north of the center of the,town-
ship, ~his ~tream fiowsin a narrow, shallOW, trough-like ditclI.j 
_ but the gradient is so~owthatth~ sluggish current IS fre-
-quently-brought appareIitlyto a standstill by beds of spatter 
dock and other pond weeds tllatehoke the channel. The 
broad, gravelly plain, east of Buffalo· creek, in the western 
part of the township, grades in;tperceptiblyinto the relatively 
high ridge of drift between Buffalo and. Prairie creeks, a ridge 
th~t forms the watershed between the Wapsipinicon and· 
Maquoketa systems of drainage .. This ridge would; however, 
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~e inconspicuous if set in the midst of topography of pro-
nounced erosional type. 
All the other townships are cut by drainage streams of more 
or less importan~e, and these, as already noted, follow pre-
Iowan valleys that give more than the usual amount of diver-
sity to the surface. But over the greater part of every 
township the features that characterize Fremont are dupli-
cated with only slight modification of detalls. In some 
instances, as over most of Newton township,the· curves are 
slightly sharper and the amount of dry lan~, as compared with 
the sloughs or damp meadow land, is greater. Newton, on 
.the whole, has more perfect drainage than Fremont. There 
. isa large area of very gently undulating l~nd between Bear 
creek and the W apsipi~ic(jn river in Homer and Oono town-
ships. We~tburg is a distinctively prairie township with some 
moraine-like knobs and hills in sections 10 and 15, and some 
dry gravelly and sandy ridges -in sections 5 and 6; but in gen-
eral _ the surface has the low, monotonous undulations of 
urieroded drift. Buffalo town,ship is divided, almost diago-' 
. -
-nally, by a very broad, shallow sag in-the _general surface, the 
sag being followed by the west_ branch of Buffalo creek; but 
. with the exception.of some sand hills and rock exposures in 
sections 13 and 24, the whole township is .occupied by typical 
. Iowan drift unmodified since the retreat of the Iowan-glaciers. 
The eastern part of Fairbank township is -a very level, dry 
plateau i~ which a sheet of Iowan drift varying from two or 
three to thirtv feet in thIckness -overlies an extensive be d of 
. .., :. 
Buchanan gravels. The plateau is a unique piece of prairie 
land, without the usual undulations, and without _ any indica-
tions oi,imperfect drainage. The underlying gravel seems to 
afford an easy means of escape for the surplus surface waters. 
From section 12 of Jefferson township to the ~outh line of 
the county, Lime creek. flows in an old valley, forty to fifty 
feet in depth, with numerous rock exposures along the sides, 
and a very meager amount or Iowan drift coming down On the 
slopes to the l~vel of the stream. 
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The most anomalous piece of topography in the county is 
seen in the high hills bordering the Wapsipinicon river,in 
Liberty township,northwest of Quasqueton. . From the west . 
line of this township to Quasqueton the river flows in a gorge 
130 to 150 feet in depth. The highlands indeed begin, but are 
at first not very pronounced, in sectiDn240fSllmner township, . 
and they attain their greatest height in section 29 of Liberty. 
The land near .the river is conspicuously higher than that 
farther back on the drift plain. The stream, asjri the case of 
the othe-r anomalous rivers of McGee, * here seems to go out 
of its way to cleave a channel in the highest land of the whole 
region. This highland seems not to have been invaded by -
Iowan ice. Where it merges into the drift plain there are 
sometimes bare stony.hi11s and channels of pre-Iowan erosion, 
as in the west half of section 24, Sumner t6\vlls4ip, and in 
. . - . _ ~ _. . -.. /ill 
sections 31, 32 and 3-3, Liberty ,township. On the flanks of the 
hills, a little higher than the-level of the drift, there is a deep 
deposit of sand, bllt the sand, at still higher levels, gives place 
to true loess. There is a heavy.capping of loess overlying 
Kansan drift. on the hills·north of the river gorge, in sections 
29 and 30 of Libert:ytownship.From-allthedatathat can be 
gathered concerning it,thisarea of hills and highlands seems 
to have projected as an island above the surface of the Iowan 
ice. The region embraces an area ofa number of square 
miles, lying on both sides of the. river, beginning. in the 
southern part of section 24, Sumner township, and extending 
southeastward. to Quasqueton. It rises above the surface 
of -adjacent Iowan drift to a height of 100 feet or more at 
the points of greatest elevation. The larger part of the area-
is north or the river, . It was while the Iowan glaciers stood 
in the surrounding region- that the .loess was deposited. over 
the higher summits ,and, the beds of sand were laid down at 
the middle and lower levels . 
. A curious bit of topography breaking into the general 
monotony of the Iowan drift plain is seen in the south half of 
*Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa. Eleventh A.n.Rept. U. S. Geol. Surv., p. 218, et 
seq. Wasbington, 1891. 
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the northeast quarter of section 28, Middlefield township. 
There is here a ,series of prominent knobs and rounded hills 
separated by sharp, narrow valleys" the whole arrangement 
and aspect recalling a fragment of the terminal moraine of the 
Wisconsin drift. The summit of . the highe~t point is eighty 
feet above the road at the east end of the group, a road which 
follows, on even grade, the valley. of Buffalo creek. The 
height above the creek is about ninety feet. The knobs are 
grassed over 'and afford no opportunity to examine their 
structure, but numerous large granite bowlders sprinkled in 
the sharp valleys sugg'est that they are of iowan age. Else-
where the broad sag constituting the valley of the Buffalo 
ascends very gradually ina direction at right angles to the 
stream and imperceptibly blends with the surface of the 
upland drift. 
,. There are numerous gravel terraces along the Wapsipinicon 
river between Littleton and the south line of the county. The 
gravel is in all cases pre-Iowan, dating from the deposition of 
the Buchanan gravels .. A well marked terrace, separated 
from the river by a sandy flood plain, passes. through 
the center of section 25, Cono township. Another terrace of 
the same age and same structure occurs in the western half 
, . 
of section 3 in the same township. There a,reothers of similar 
type in sections 28 and 29 of Washington township, and in 
sections 13 and'24 of Perry. All these terraces rise abruptly 
to a height of ten or twelve feet 'above the swampy or sandy 
flood plain between them and the river, the hyight of the 
slope being indicative of the amount of erosion that has taken 
place since the gravels were deposited~ 
DRAINAGE. 
The drainage of Buchanan county is effected chiefly by the 
Wapsipinicon river and its branches. This stream flows in a 
general southeast direction from near the northwest corner 
{)fPerry township to near the southeast corner of Cono. It 
follows the southern or southwestern margin of its drainage 
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basin. Its main branches flow in from the north, there being 
no affiuents of any importance from the south or west. Streams 
flowing into theOedar river and draining. the southwestern 
corner of the county have pushed their sources back to within 
two miles of the Wapsipinicon, restricting the drainage area 
southwest of the stream to a comparatively narrow zone. On 
tlfe other, or north side of the stream, the drainage area is 
muC(h wider. The tributaries are long, and s<?me of them 
originate within less than a mile of Buffalo creek, which· 
drains a very low and narrow valley northeast of the Wapsi-
pinicon. The law that streams in Iowa seek the south side of 
the valleys,with longer affiuentsand "the wider portion of 
their drainage basins on the north side, is very generally, 
. though not universally, true. 
The Little Wapsipinicon enters the county at Fairbank, 
near the northwest corner, and, drains the western half of. 
Fairbank township .. The eastern half of this t6wnshipis in 
general a level :plateau without undulations or drainage 
courses, the surface waters apparently escaping into a bed of 
Buchanan gravels which here underlies the Iowan drift. The 
Little Wapsipinicon joins the main stream at Littleton, in. 
Perry township. ,Otter creek,which, with its branches~ 
drains Hazelton township, is a stream of some importance, 
supplying valuable water power at two points,,' and entering 
the main water course insection19 of . Washington township~ 
The eastern part of Washington township is . drained bya. 
number of small streams, among which Harter creek, that. 
flows into the river above Independence, is probably the most· 
. important. Pine creek drains the sonthwestern. part. of 
Buffalo township and the greater part of Byron and Liberty. 
In western Byron it flows in a par~tly disguised pre-,Iowan 
valley. The banks of the creek are-not marshy, as is usually 
the case in prairie streams, for the reason that heavy beds· 
of ' Buchanan gravel underlie the surface drift. In Liberty 
township this stream cuts into the anomalous highlands 
described under the head of topography. Owing to the thin-
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ness or total absence of the later drift along its lower course, 
Pine creek loses the character of a prairie stream in section 
9 of Liberty township, and thence to its mouth runs in an old 
valley, whose sides present a great number of interesting 
rock exposures. ' 
Buffalo creek is a typical prairie stream, flowing in a shallow 
channel cut in drift all the way from the north line of Buffalo 
, township to where it crosses into Delaware county, near the 
middle of the east line of Newton. I tsdrainage basin is very 
narrow and all its affiuents, except the east branch in Buffalo 
township, are short, intermittent streams,usually following 
. mere sags or slougus, without definite channels. Buffalo 
creek is in the main parallel tothe Wapsipinicon, and is a part 
of the Wapsipinicon drainage system, the two streams coming 
together in Jones county, near Anamosa. ' 
The drainage in the northeastern part of the county belongs. 
to the Maquoketa system .. The greater part of Madison town-
ship is drained by the south fork of the Maquoketa, and nearly 
all of Fremont township is drained by the' sluggish Prairie 
creek that eventually joins the Maquoketa, near Manchester, 
in Delaware county; 
Spring creek, Lime creek and Bearcreek,. that drain the 
part of the county southwest of the Wapsipinicon basin, bear 
tribute to the Cedar river. They are all of the ordinary type 
of prairie streams except Li.me ~reek, which, in the southern 
half of Jefferson township, follows a pre-Iowan valley, forty 
or fifty feet in depth. This old valley seems not to have been 
filled with Iowan drift, and its walls are diversified with num-
erous low, rocky cliffs, or rounded, rocky prominences, covered 
with a scant layer of residual soil. 
GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS.' 
General Relations of Strata. 
The geological formations of Buchanan comity belong to 
, three different systems-namely, the Silurian, Devonian and 
Pleistocene. The Devonian follows the Silurian in natural 
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. sequence without any considerable break; but between the 
Devonian and the Pleistocene there is a gap' of immeasurable 
extent. The Silurian and Devonian systems are represented 
by the limestones and . shales that make up . the . universally 
spread foundation rocks of the county. These are the so-called 
indu~ated rocks. They are the rocks that are worked in all 
the limestone quarries and are exposed in all the rocky knobs 
'. and ledges that project through the loose superncialmaterials 
or soils. All the Silurian and Devonian beds are more or less 
altered marine sediments •. On the other hand,the Pleistocene 
beds are composed of loose,unconsolidated materials laid down 
bya number of different processes upon the surface of the 
land. Most of these materials were transported and spread. 
out by glaciers. The pebble-bearing or bowlder~bearing 
yellow and blue clays, so generally distriquted over the county 
and so universally recognized by well diggers and others who 
have occasion to make excavations to any considerable depth 
below the natural surface, are all of glacial origin. Glaciers 
transported the granite bowlders that, within the limits' of 
this county, are such conspicuous and strikingfeatures in every 
prairie landscape. Torrents of water Irom melting glaciers . 
transported,sortedand depositedt he great beds ofrust~colored 
Buchanangravels that are found at numerous points in almost 
eyery township. The modern streams have built up deposits 
of elayandsand that are part of the Pleistoce;ne system, . and 
even winitshave been instrumental to some extent in shifting 
and rearranging the loose surface material and making new 
deposits of Pleistocene age. 
The following table shows the taxonomic relations of the 
strata exposed in Buchanan county. 
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I 
GROUP. SYSTEM. SERIES. 
\ 
STAGE. 
! Recent. Post-glacial depot/its. 
I Loess? 
C enozoic. Pleistocene. I Iowan. 
Glacial. 
Buchanan . 
. 
--
Kansan. 
Cedar Valley. 
Deyonian. , Middle Deyonian. 
Paleozoic. I Wapsipinicon. 
Silurian. Niagara. Delaware. 
The last column in the table above, giving the names of ~he 
. several stages represented in the geological formations of- the 
. county, is subject to revision. For example, for the term 
Buchanan, as applied to the interval of time following the age 
o~ the Kansan drift, it may be found convenient to adopt . the 
name Yarmouth, proposed by Leverett. * But the 'only recog-
nized deposits referable to th~time immediately following the 
disappearance of the Kansan glaciers are those to which the' 
name Buchanan qrCtvels is applied, and it is for this reason that 
the. term used in speaking of these deposits.is retained~ It 
must be borne. in mind, however, that the deposition of the 
gravels seems to have been practically coincident with the 
withdrawal of the Kansan ice, and from this point of view a 
strict classification might require us to regard the gravels as 
only a phase of deposits properly belonging to the Kansan 
stage. Admitting all this, the fact remains that the marked 
structural differences between the Kansan drift and the 
*JOURNA.L OF GEOLOGY, Vol. vi, p.176, et seq. Ohica.go, Feb.-Mareh, 1898. 
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Buchanan gravels .. renders their separation for purposes 'of 
study and treatment a matter of very great convenience, and 
with,this understanding the arrangement" so far as relates to' 
this particular part of the column,mayheallowed to stand. . 
. A similar explanation seems necessarY,with respect to the 
use of the term Loess for' the interval following the Iowan 
drift. The intimate genetic relation between Iowan drift and 
loess is such as to require us, in a rigid system of classifica-
tion, to look upon· the two deposits as different phases repre-
senting the samestag~; and it is only as a convenient way of 
recognizing the differences in' physical characteristics which 
distinguish them that the two are separated; ,The Buchanan 
. gravels were certainly not laid down until the Kansan ice had 
retreated from the surface over which they were spread. 
Loess mayhave been deposited on the highlands northwest of 
Quasqueton while the Iowan ice was at itsmaximulll, or even 
before ,the maximum was reached. '. Absolute contemporaneity 
between Iowan drift ,and loess is much more possible than 
between Kansan'drift and Buchanan gravels in the '~ame" 
neighborhood. 
Silurian System. 
NIAGARA LIMESTONE. 
The Niagara limestone is found in all the outcrops in the 
n~rtheasterb.part of the county. With 9ne o~, two ~xce1?tions 
presently to be noted, the rocks oft~is . series~ a:recoa:rse, 
granular, vesicular dolomites, interbedded atG~rtain.locali.ties 
with large quantities of chert. The~beds all belong to the 
Delaware stage and are' simply an extellsioil·o:f. the strata 
exposed in the northwestern part of Delaware county. 
Along ,the Maquoketa, near the southwest corner of section 
10, Madison township, ther:e are exposures of the coarse 
Niagara limestone in some low knobs bordering the stream. 
Excepting some' casts or impressions of Halysites oatenulatus, 
the beds are unfossiliferous. Niagara limestone is exposed 
over an area of several acres in extent in the sou~hern part of 
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section 18 and northern part of 19, in the western edge of 
Madison township, and there are exposures on the township 
line between section 18 of Madison township and 13 of Buffalo . 
. The limestone here occurs in stony knobs or prominences and 
affords a section twelve or fifteen feet in thickness. The beds 
. are quite regular, from two to six inches in thickness, and 
they have been quarried in a small way at one or two points, 
and in at least one locality they have been used in the manu-
facture of lime. The drift is very thin on all the low, rounded 
hills of the immediate neighborhood, so that the stone could 
readily be exposed and quarried over a much larger area, if 
the demand warranted the effort. Silicified colonies of the 
corals HalY8ites catenlllatu8 and Favosites favosus are the prin-
cipal fossils, and with these are ,associated a number of Strom-
atoporoids,' silicified, and practically structureless in their 
present condition. Nearthemiddle of the west line of section 
16, in Madison, there is an outcrop of Niagara, cove'ring· a 
small area, and affording silicified corals, mostly Syringopora 
tenella. 
In Buffalo township there are exposures of Niagara lime-
stone near the southeast corner of section 13. Where the 
road between sections .. 13 and 24 of this township crosses the 
east branch of Buffalo creek there is a vertical ledge of 
Niagara which forms the west abutment of the bridge. Other 
exposures occur at intervals for a mile or more below the 
bridge. All are of the coars~,granular type, and all indicate 
a horizon about the middle of the Delaware stage, the equiva-
lent of the Pentamerus and coral-bearing zone described in 
the report on Delaware county. 
Niagara limestone is exposed at numerous points along 
Otter creek and its branches, in the northern part of Hazelton 
township. The outcrops are almost continuous along the 
stream courses in sections 2 and 10, north and northeast of 
Hazelton. In the southwest quarter of the northwest quarter 
of section 10 the rock appears in thin, irregular beds which 
furnish L'llellia arnericana and Heliolites interstinctus. In the 
~ . 
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southeast fourth of the same quarter _section, Mr. J. -0. Goff 
hasopel'led a quarry that shows thin layers in the upper part 
of the- working and thicker beds near the base. There is a 
large amount-of chert interbedded with the lirnestone~ The 
-- height of the vertical quarry face is about fourteen feet:- The 
- upper -two 01'- threefeet--ismade up of soil; reddish-brown -
residual clays and decayed _ fragmentary limestone. - The 
length of the quarry face is about 100 feet. In getting out 
the stone a large amount of -rubbish,composed of chert and _ 
chipstone 6fgood quality for roadmaking,is produced. 
Natural exposures of the same beds, much weathered and 
overgrown with moss, extend along the low bhiff east of -the 
quarry for a di~tance of -500 feet. IIi the talus along the' -base 
of the bluff, and in-the wash of the creek, there occlJrLyelUa 
americana, Byringopora tenella; Fa'Vositeshisp'idus,Favosites 
favosus and Favos'itesalveolar-is,ora species with pores in -the 
angles, of the corallites and closely related to- F.- alveolaris and 
F.aspera. _ _ __ __ _ 
_A.1l the exposures in section 10 of this township show -the 
coarse,-granular facies of the ~iagara dolomite;b:ut irithe -
southwest quarter of -s~ction2the coarse dolomite passes 
beneath fine-grained non-dololnitized limestone which may, 
possibly represent the horiz9n of the evenly~beddedquarry 
stone i:p. the upper part of the Delaware stage .inDelaware and 
Jones counties. _-- This fine-grained limestone -varies _ inc6lor 
from light'" drab to blue. It breaks wit"li conchoidal fracture 
and has the grain of lithographic llmestone; bqtthetexture is 
not quite uniform and all the pieces ooserved-were -stillfu:i:'ther 
rendered valueless as lithographic stone' by'numerous checks-
and flaws. -Some quarries are worked in this horizon in the 
northeast quarter of the southwest _ quarter of section 2, the 
largest being known as the John Conrad quarry. The layers 
_ vary in thickness from four to ten inches. The beds are light 
gray in the upper part -of the quarry; bluish in -the lower part. 
Near Coytown, in the southwest quarter of the southeast 
quarter of section~, the light gray facies of these upper beds 
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is expo-s~din a quarry that has been worked in the manufacture 
of lime. Near the top of this quarry the layers see Ill: to· be 
brecciated, and thin beds of lithographic limestone are irregu-
. larly interbedded with a rather coarse crystalline dolomite. 
Neither at Coy town nor at the Conrad quarry were any fossils 
observed in the fine-grained limestone, nor were any found in 
the overlying residual clays to indicate that beds of the ordi-
nary Niagara type, containing, sili~ified corals and other 
organic remains, had ever existed above it. 
In the banks of Otter creek,at Kiefer Brothers'mill; south 
of Hazelton,. there are ledges of Niagara limestone rising 
above the level of the water to a height of fifteen feet, ahd 
on the hillside ~loping to the west there are outcropping' 
'ledges, alternating with spaces concealed by clay or sod, lip 
'to a height of twenty;'five, to thirty feet farther. Near the 
level of the water thelayersare quite .regular, and free from 
fossils so far as no'ted,"except"forasingie,castofa"smallindi-
vidual or Orthis bijorata, sllchas occur,s not infrequently in 
, certain phases of the Delftware stage, in Cedar county. Higher 
up, on the slopeoftne hill, Lyellia amer·icana· and the Favosites 
, with pores in the angles of the coralli~es,which is referred to 
the species Favosites alveolaris,are not uncommon. These two" 
indeed, are the mos~ characteristic and persistent species of 
, the Niagara lime~tone in this part of' Buchanan' county. There 
, is a small quarry of evenly-bedded Niagara Hmes,tone east of 
, the creek, in the northeast quarter of section 18; Hazelton 
township, but the· best outcrop of Niagara in this township is 
seen in the hill west of the we~tbranchof Otter creek, on the 
road passing between sections 7 andl8. The locality is known 
as the Miguet hill. A section showing twenty-five to thirty 
feet of rock is here exposed. The stone has been quarried on 
a small scale, and some has been taken out to improve the 
. g~ade of the road. The ,lower beds exposed. contain Halysites 
cateriulcttus, Syri'(tgopora tenella and Ptychophyllum expansum. 
,Higher up there is a larger assemblage of typical ,Niagara 
corals, including Heliolites interstinctus, Lyellia americana 
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Halysites catenulatus and Fcwosites alveolaris. ' .. At' the ~uinmit of 
the hill the beds are, largely made up of thin,~xpanded forms 
of Stromatopora not ,silicified~·. One-foll!'th.mile further "-west' 
th~ rock. is again exposed; ahd in the residual s,urf~ce ,lllaterials· 
:~re silicified colonies of Heliolites, Lyelli~, IIalysitesand 
Favosites.Afew layers of soft, earthy Niagara limestone, 
very much decayed hy weathering, areexpbsedin the railway 
cilt in the south edge~of Hazelton,but ;they show.1;lothing of" . 
special import~nce~ .,,' ....... . . .'. . ......'. .. '. . '. ." 
.... While nO outcrops of Niagara were seenin Fairbanktown-
.ship', the formation underlies the drift . over an undetermined 
,area, but one of considerable . E:}x~ent, in the n()rtheastern . 
-COrner. On the Little Wapsipinicon river, one anq one-half 
'" miles north of. the town of Fairbank,the .Niagara.lifuestone· 
forms a high bluff onthesouthside.of tlie stream: . The. pluff 
rises forty£eetabovethe level of thewa;~er,and the ~~rtical 
·cliffsof brownish",yeUow;weathered dolomi~~ rrieasuresixteen . 
feet ... ' On'th~ rOlInded slopes above theprpje~ting ledges.the·. 
soil, contains masses of residual Niagara : chert ahd,silicified 
Niagara corals,shuwing thatthe:Niagaralimestop.e ispres~nt 
up to an altitude equaling :that of the summit of the bluffs. 
'This fact is of interesto~ly when taken jnconp.ectionwith . 
.another fact-namely, that at Fairbank, only a.I~lileand a· half 
south, there are . quarries opened in Devonian beds, and the 
. level of the Devoniinquarries· is forty ·feet:lower.than the 
:summit" of the bluff of Niagara limestone, twenty-five feet 
lower than the brow of ,the v:ertiGal clIff,. oima!?siveNiaga,ra 
dolomite. Thelater Devonianwasdep9sitedagainst tb.~ s~de 
-of a steep,anticlinal fold, which lifted 'tneNiag~ra of nortb.-
,eastern Buchanan mu~h above thepositi~n: itUbrlI!aUywould 
have occupied had the strata retainefl;relatively:, tp.e position 
in which they were laid.,downon the floor ofthH-Silurian·sea.' 
To this upward folding of the Niagara is due the strong 
re-entrant angle which is made in·tracing the eastern edge' of 
the Pevonian area from the central part . of Fayette county.to 
near the southeast corner of Buchanan.* 
*See geological map of Iowa, this volume; Plateii. 
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Devonian System. 
. The earlier geoiogists of Iowa ·attempted to correlate the 
Devonian strata of the state with certain recognized Devonian 
beds belonging to the geological column of New York. Owen 
referred a part at least of the Devonian formations. he encoun-
tered west of. the Mississippi to the Hamilton series, * and 
nearly all subsequent geologists· have followed his example. 
The fact is, however, that the Devonian system of Iowa was 
. deposited in an area geologically isolated from that in which 
the eastern Devonian was d.eveloped. The conditions of sedi-
mentation were different· in· the two areas. The order· and 
succession of faunal . conditions were not the same. The 
eastern Devonian faunas, subjected to certain physical condi-
tions and undergoing certain modifications, probably migrated 
from- the northeast along the eastern border of the continental 
nU9leus, while the western faunas of the.same period'seemto 
. have come from the northwest along the western border of 
the- Devonian continent. The conditions encountered were 
. . 
diffm'ent and the modification of the species progressed along 
wholly different lines. Even in the ease of species that are 
con:unon to the two provinces, there is evidence that the time 
and order of arrival at the same latitude on opposite sides of 
the old continent were not the same. . The Devonian fauna of 
Iowa is intimately related, in certain respects, to that at the 
Ramparts of the Mackenzie river; it-bears some resemblance 
to the Devonian fauna of the Eureka District o{Nevada; but, 
for -purposes of minutely correlating strata, it would be mis-
leading toco~pare it with the fau~as of this period in the 
eastern province. As an illustration of theextent of the error 
into which even the most eminent and experienced of geolo-
gists may be led when attempting to co~relate the eastern 
and western Devonian by means of the geological faunas, it is 
worth noting that some years ago the quarry stone at· Ray-
mond was referred to· the Schoharie stage, the coral-bearing 
*Owen's GeoL Sm·v. of Wis, Iowa alld Milln. Expla.nations of figures of Devonia.n fossils 
Ta.bles iii a.nd lit A.. 
19 G Rep. 
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beds at W at~rloo were called' Corniferous, the limestones at 
Independence were' assigned . to the Ha,milton, and' the, Lime 
,.creek.shaies were.cailf3d,· Ohemung., . Now the. Lime ~reek 
fauna is found, in shales . below the Ind~pendeI1cei~D.1est6Ii~s" . 
. ~nd so, j~dging fr()m' the fauna, the Independence shales 'are . 
aisodheri:nlug. 'Furthermore,the,: Qoral~hearing beds ,~t 
Waterloo areyotinger than the limestones at I.ndependeIlct}, 
fbI' they lie above them, and theq.uarry 8tonea.t,~aymond, is-
still younger thanthecoralbeds, that Were referred tQ the . 
Corniferejus.. . Begimiingwith the Indep~nd~nc~. shal~s, '. the .• 
actu~l order of the strata in Iowa,according to thecorrel~tion 
referred· to; 'would b~(l) Ohen1ung" (2) Ha~iltoll' (3)Oornif,. 
erous, '(4) Schoharie-.· 3i ,complete reversal of the order observed 
. in ,New York. It maybe repeated; for the sake of emphasis, 
that the western., Devonian cannot be~orreiated;"'except)na 
broad and very generalwa,y, with that of the east. , .•. ' ." .' ..... 
,. All thebeds·.of. tllissystem observed ill ·Buchanan.~Qunty· 
are .:refe'rredprov-isiona,llYt,othe .. ' 'Middle Devotrian," and 
this notwithstanding' the . fact tb.atno positiveevid$neeor' all 
erosion interval between the Silurian and. Devonian 'is known 
toexist~ .. 
. . 
: INDEPENDENCE SHALES. 
. . . ...", . 
. . _..", . 
The Independence shales belong to tli,e)Vapsipin~c6Il ~tage· 
of Norton. * . The: underlying "Otis.beds"are 110t kn9"WP. 
in~ Buchanan c01inty, and t,heshalesmq"lie~ti()p:constitut~ the 
'lowest recognizedineIllb~r . of theDevoIlianintbjspa~t 'of 
Iowa. In' the countythel'e . are no natu,ral.eip6~~resof, th~ 
shales that show wellth,eir characteri::;ties,and:,:entire th.ick,. . 
ness. :The most that '-iskJ:townhereconc~rriiIlg,theni was .... 
learned from shafts sunk atthe'ol<l Kj.ldu:ffqua,rry, nowqwne.d 
by Thomas O'Toole, e~st of Indeperiden~e. The' formation 
was penetrated toa depth of twenty' feet and was found to 
consist. of dark·col?~ed shales, al£e~natingwith thin qedsof 
. ....." .. 
*Iowa. Geot Surv., vol IV. Report on Linn county, .by W.:g. Norton. Professor-Norton' 
here uses the term "Kenwood beds" f'lr the Linn county eqUivalent of the Independence 
shales. . . . 
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limestone. At certain levels the shale was very dark, earbon-
aceom:i, and contained vegetable r'emains, ,some parts' of which 
had been transformed into true emil. Ther~ are outcrops of 
.. the shales in the riverbank, at the level of .the~ater, near 
the center of the north line of secti,on 10, . Sumner township. 
There is 'a small exposure olthe shales in the. bank of the 
creek in the southeast quarterQf the southeast quarter of sec-
. tion 35, Washingtontownshipiand they are seen. again near the' 
. bridge at Quasqueton, inLibertytoWnship. ··Running through 
'this for:rp.ationata eertairllevel is a 'hed of linfossiliferous, 
laminated, clayey limestone that splltsinto thin leaves one-
fourth to one-half an inch in thickness. . Thisphas.e is easily 
recognized, and exposur-esofit are seen along Harter creek, 
in the northwest quarter of se~tion27, Washington. township, 
and along the. Wapsipinicon, in· the southwest quarter of 
section 24, Sumner tOw'nshtp .. ' Ingeneral, however, the natural 
exposures are few and -rinsatisfactbry,theposition of the beds 
being such that the outeroppirigedges :;lore eitliereov'eredwith 
talus or are sodded over. ~Thefaunaof the shales embraces 
.. ' the following species. 
* Pcwhyphyllu-m solitariu-mHall .arid Whitfield. 
Rorningeria1fmbeUataRominger~ . . 
* StropheodO'fitavariabilis. Calviu.· 
*S.ccmace Hall and Whitfield • 
. * S. atcuataHall .. 
*8. caZ.vin( Miller. 
'* StrophonellareversaHall. 
* Productella hallana Walcott. . 
* StrophalosiarockfordensisHall. 
*Orthisirnpressa HalL 
O. infera Calvin. 
* RhynchoneUa (Pugnax) puqnus var . . alta,. 
*RhynchoneUa (?) ambi,fj,ua. Calvin. 
Pentamerus (Gypidula) -mun.cla Calvin. 
'*' Atrypa reticularis Linnreus. 
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* Atrypa asper-a yare hyst-rixHall yare 
Spiri/er subumbona Hall? 
*Cyrtinahami!tonensis var. recta. Hall. 
The species m.arked -with a~ asterisk are common to the 
Independence shales and Lime Creekshales-,at the two 
extremes almost • of the Devonian series. Of some of the.-
species, however,the proportional ·num.berof ·indfviduals 
differ very greatly at the two horizons. Eor example, Stroph-_ 
eodontavilr£abilis is rare along Lime creek, but it is o;ne of the 
most commOIl and persistent·- species in the Independence 
shales,whileOfthis i1npJ~essa,whichisrepresentedby numerous 
-large and well-developed individuals in the Lime Creek horizon, 
occurs but-rarely inthe shah~s at Independence,_~ndthe indi-
-vidualsare small. The Rhynchonella (Pugnax)lJugnus, found 
both in Lime Creek and Independence shales, is . a small 
acuminateyariety, quite distinct from that occurring in the 
stategUarryhedsof. J ohnson county, Iowa, or.in therinique 
HighPoint.fauna of N ewYork. -The form-called Rhynch-onella 
(?) am,bigua is of doubtful .generic relationships; and that 
listed as Spirifer subumbona Hall? is prC?bably a hew species. 
Only avery few-of. the speciesmar~ed ~s common to the two 
'Shale horizonsarefoundin the intermediate beds. _ 
Fayette- breccia.-.-Thewidespreadassemblageofbreeciated 
beds abovet4e IndePt3udence shaleseonstitutes the upper part 
of N o;ton's Wapsipinicon stage. Furthermore, the brecCia, 
as deftned by Norton, embracesa number of distinct life zones,- -
and even includes beds in which tihecharacteristic brecciation-
. _. ~ 
is not. very perfectly developed. In soine of the exposures 
there are.layersof limestone~unbroken and apparentlYllndis--
turbed, that lie in the midst of breooiatecllimestonemade up 
of fragments tllat, judging from the Wide range of color and 
texture. were derived from a dozen or more different beds. 
The breccia, in its lower-and more -typical phase, is well 
_ exposed -in the bed of the river, below the hridgeat Independ-
ence. It is here composed of angular fragments of limestone. 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL ~URVEY. PLATE X[V. 
FIG. 1. View in City quarry at lndependence, showing effect oi' crushing in the Spin-
ier pennatus beas, upper part of the brecciated zone. 
FIG. 2. Small fold showing the effect of crushing in the upper part of the brecciated 
zone, near Brandon. 
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varying in character, evidently the product of many distinct 
. layers, and all cemented together bya calcareous matrix. 
The fragments range from smallpie~es with dimensions oia 
fraction of an inch up to ma$ses a yard or more in length and 
width and afoot in thickness. There are fine-grained, dark 
drab fragments which break with conchoidal fracture, and 
there are finely laminated fragments of' the same color. There 
are pieces of fine-grained, light-colored, lit\lographic lime-
stone, and coarser, dingy yellowish colored beds . were also 
involved in the general destructive proces~, whatever it may 
have been, that reduced a large number of limestone layers 
to the brecciated condition. The fragments, large and small, 
of, different color and of d~fferent texture, are promiscuously 
tumbled and heaped together, some on edge and others at aU 
possible angles ~ith the original position. Some of the blocks 
are 1qssiliferous, but the, greater number show no traces of 
life. The most common fossil in the layers exposed in the 
. , ", . 
bed of the stream at Independence is Pentamerus (Gypidula) 
'. comis Owen, the species being representedib. some of the' con - , 
stituent blocks of the breCCIa by occasional perfect shells and 
multitudes of detached valves. In· the south bank of the 
river,along the north side of section 10, Su~ner township, 
the breccia is exposed, beginning near the level of the water 
and extending to the summit of the low bluffs .. The underlying 
Independence shale crops ou.t at. the water level, and this is 
followed by the phase of the breccia in the river bed~t Inde-
pendence. Higher up in the bank,above the phase referred 
to, Pentamerus comis is very abundant in the large fragments 
of limestone th~t, at this horizon, make up nearly the entire 
deposit; and a large Gyroceras occurs, in consid~rable num-
bers. Above the Gyrocerasbed isa body of soft, light gray or 
nearly white limestone, not distinctly bedded, but very much 
shattered,and cut by joints that, intersecting at every possible 
angle,. divide the bed into a great number of shapeless frag-
ments which still retain their relative. positions unchanged. 
(Plate xiv" Fig. 1). 
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In this part ofIowa~ the 'shatteredlimestone above the 
Gyroceras horizon differs very much from the true breccia. 
below.· Below the Gyroceras bed the fragments are of many 
different kinds, evidently displaced andpromiscriously ruingl ed; 
whiie above this bed the fragments into which the rock has 
beehlJroken bear evidence of very little displacement. The 
phenomena of slickensides, very eXt~nsively developed on the 
jointwalls,are indicative of tremendouserushing andshear-
ing strains to which the rocks ofthish6rizoh have been sub-
jected .. At Troy Mills, in Li.nn couuty,andfarther south, the 
beds at this same geological level were involved in the process 
that produced true breccia, and for this reason Norton includes 
them in the brecciated zone and recognizes them as the fourth 
phase of the Fayette sub-stage. * .. While nota true l;>recciain 
the neighborhood of Independence, thesebedsp·ass intQ, the 
brecciated cop.ditioriinthe southern part· of the county, and 
. must beconsideredasapart of'tbeFayettedivisionof the 
. Wapsipinicon stage .. At the point under consideration, in 
section 10, Sumner township,thlsupper:rnemberof the]fayette 
formation isunfossiliferolls at the base,but,without.apparent 
change in· lithological characters, it passes up into beds that 
are exceedingly rich in a great variety of £ossilforms. . The . 
fossiliferollszone furnishes a veryflneribbedAtrypa rdiculatis, 
robust· forms of A.trypa aspera var;occidentalis;. and· large, . 
typical iudi viduals of8pir'iJer pennatus. 8piriferbimes'iaZis is 
the only other spirifero Pentamerus ·com·is·occurs, but is rare 
when these beds are compared with the Gyrocera s horizon. 
Equally rare is Cyrtina hamiltonens'is, which here assumes the 
true Hamilton type as 'seen in· the Hamilton shales of western 
New York and western Ontario. Even more rare are Helio:. 
phyllum halE and an Astrmaspongiar-elatedtoA.hamiltonensis-
Meek and Worthen. Qrthis macfarlanei is rare, but more 
common than the two species last named. N amip.g this life 
zone from its typical fossil it has been called the 8pirifer 
"'Geol. oj Linn Oounty, By W. H.Norton. Iowa Geol. Surv., vol IV, p.161. Des Moines, 1895. 
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pennatus beds._ ' To ,recapitulate, a section of the Fayette 
breccia includes the following. 
4. ,Spirijerpenna,tus beds; c(J[npos~~ of soft, light gray FElilT. 
, limestOhe,jnters~cted' by numerOUS joints that 
Gut the formation at every: possible angle and 
divide it into relatively smail, shapele$s blocks. 
Themost conspicuQlls fossils are SpiriJer pennat'Us 
Owen, Bpirijm' bimesialis.Hall, Atl.ypa retieularis 
, Lin.,·Atrypa d~pera va;r.occidentalis Halivar. 
'Penta'fltirUs comis Owen, o rthismacfarlanei Meek, 
Orthis ,io-wenSisHall, PrOtliuctellaalata Hall, 
, Stropherxlontademissa Corio .... ; .•... ~ . ~, ...•... , 8 to 12 
, 3. Bar~en beds, similar in lithological. characters 
and physical cOlldition to the S.'pennat'Us beds, 
butdestituteof_Jossils, or nearly so ... , ...... /. 10 to 15 -
. , , 
2. Gyroceras beds, composedoirather large but dis-
placed and 'tumbled fragments· of a coarse 
, gra:yish Or ye1l6~ish li:rnestone, though there 
,are 'occasional- small areas in 'which' the beds 
showIlOsigns of, disturbance~, 'Principalf6ssils, 
two species of unnamed Gyroceras andPentam-
er'us eori1,isOwen: Thelastisexcee-dinglyabund;' 
ant in sonieblocks, put' it is generally repre-
sented by separated valves , , , , ............. : . : . 5 
1. The true brecciated beds,composedinthe main 
of smail, angular fragments, mostly unfoss~lif­
erous, marly of the fragments fine~grained and 
dark drab in color ...... , . .. . . . ~ ... ~ .....•... , 15 to 20 
Thepriricipal exposures of th~. breccia, 1:>esidesthose already 
,mentioned, are found along the valley of the river between 
Independence and the sQuth line of .the county. In the n~rth-
,west quarter of section 14, Sumner township, Nos. 1 and 
2 are both well e~posed~ In SOIne ravines in the southwest 
quarter of 24and north,west of 25 in the same ·township, the 
weathered edges of all the beds from the base of No.1 to 
the top of No.4, are seen at various points, in the rather 
gently sloping and partly sodded hillsides. At Pine creek 
mill and in the hills west of the mill the Spirifer pennatus beds 
are well developed, the -stone being somewhat harder than at 
'Independence; and one ,of the most extensive exposures, includ-
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ingbeds 1, 2, ,and 3, is seenin,the'riverbed below: the, mill 
dam at Qriasqueton. , .. " " 
, ., Thehighe:t;' ph~sesotthe br~ccta, including beds 3 and 4, are 
found in aU' 'thequarrie~ 'about IndependeIice., These beds 
:furnish nearly, all of the "qaarry stoneo£ loc~l origin' used in. ' 
Independence and the country surroundiIig it. ,,'Thequ~rries" 
and "'natu.ral' outcrops."ar:e' top,'numeroustobenientidneq.sep-, ' 
, arately, butthe~onstancy of the lithologicalahd'()ther'char-
acters 'of the ,beds fortumltely makes ',~eparate desGription 
unnecessary. 
, A quarry worked wholly in the ,Barren be~s,No.3,is 
located south of the cemetery, in the' eastern part ofsection 
'2; Tp. 88 N;', R. IX W.Thebeds exposed in thisqb.ar,ryar'e, 
, as usual,divided ,bynufueroiiS joints.' The~toneI~,soft,light ' 
coloredwhere"weatliered"but .bluish ,in':,the interior'of"the 
largerblock~; ,,' 'Fossils,' a:r,econspicuouslyabstml, at "least , ' 
there are no 'organicremaillst'liat 'are' opvimisly()fthe,same 
age as the bedsfotInin'g ,the,qJarrY",'Sotlie~years'a;gb, liow~~ " 
ever, 'Mr. 'J. McM:illantookfrotlJ. this 'q~arry' some Htrge " 
, masses of.~silicified piphyphyUumthat:aU sh~wedevid~nce of" " 
having been worJ1and rouridedbefore'beiligeinlJedde,d. ",:The 
,specimens obtained. byMr~, McMilla:nare,~videridy, merefrag~' ' 
ments of larger es>ralla;al1d yet, while all are l~rge,iat l~asi ' 
one was nearlyfOllrfeetinitsgreat~rdia:nieterandweighed ' 
several hundred pounds. " Thecoraisoccul're.d{Ji Ipohkets in , 
the Hriiestone. The speciesishotdefuntelydeternIined/brit , • 
the silicified condition,the' character of the IIla.tI'iXi~ wb.i~h 
thecorallitesare enibeq.ded, ~nd.iheevideilceQfweatherl:rig 
.' ",..." ". ." '.' \1$-, .• ...•... . 
before being' placed in the position in' which tq.e ~ma;sseswere. 
found, all suggestth~tthe corat maybe 'SHu'rian,probably 
Niagara" 'in' age. ' It wo~ldbeinterestihg' to 'know Hi wh~t 
agency these 'great weathered masses wel~etransported' and 
,dropped' Upon the' sea bottom when thematerialmaking,up , 
the Barren beds oft-his region was in process of accumulation. 
A quarry located, in the eastern edge J)f Indep~ndence is 
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FIG. 1. Regular stratIfication in Cedar valley limestone, Acervularia' horizon, above 
crushing, near Littleton.· 
FIG. 2. View of O'Toole quarry, ea.st of Independence. Badlyi'weathered Ceda.r Val-
ley limestone overlies the SpinIer pennatus .. 
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typical of nearly all the natural or artificial exposures of this 
region. It shows the following section. 
FEET. 
3. Yellowish, rather hard limestone, which rings when 
struck with the harrriner, in rather thin layers, and 
containing numerous . corais, .. among . which Oysti-
phyllwtn americanum and Ace1'vula1'ia p1'ojundct are 
the most chara.cteristic species .................. " .. 4 
2. Spi1verl)ennat'i/;Sbeds showing· the usual assemblage 
of fossil s,pecies, not definitely bedded, butinter~ . 
sected by a great number of joints. The pnenome-
nonof'islickensidesndevelo~edon the joint faces 
. on an extensive scale ...... ; ............ : ... " .... , 8 
1. Barren beds, lithologically like the S. pennatu8 beds . 
above ............. ~ ..... ; ... " . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 10 
No.3 of this section is the lowest member of the Cedar 
.. 
Valley stageo£· the Iowan Devonian. In thi.s county it is 
everywh~re rich in corals, and in some areas of limited~ize it 
becomes a crowded coral reef. From its most characteristic 
fossil it may be called the Ace'tvularia p-rofundabeds. The 
fauna· of the Bviiiferpemwtus. beds, No. 2, is about the 
same at the various outcrops throllghoutthe county.· The 
fine-ribbed Atrypa reticularis is the most abundant fossil; but 
this species,under a number of varietal £orms,has a great 
vertical range, and theB.pennatus is· therefore the most 
typical species ofthishoriion. . . 
The quarry owned by Thomas O'Toole, near the north line 
. of the southwest quarter·oisectioll 35,Washiilgtoll.township, 
is one of the most important of a large number of quarries 
that have been opened within a distance of one arid one-half 
miles east oflndepeildence(Plate xv, Fig. 2). . There occurs 
here· the usual succession .0£ Barren beds at the base of the 
quarry pit,with very fossiliferous . Spirifer pennaius beds 
occupying ~ middle position and coral~beafing beds of the 
Acervularia lJ'rofunda zone above. It· was in an abandoned 
pit, a few rods west of the O'Toole quarry, that the first shaft 
which brought to light the Indep~ndence shales of this local-
ity was put down. 
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'. Outcrops of the Spirife1' pennatus, beds aresep>n ata number 
of points' along Pine creek and the Wapsipinicon river in Lib-
erty· township ....... ··ln .• the .. solltheastquarterof.section.S2, .• sain~ 
township,amile an:d a lialfwest of,Quasquetoll;.are some very 
typical.' exposureswhicli'afford, amongalarge,.·variety.of beau-
tifunypr~servedfossils, 'a small celled Fayosites:resembling 
in structure, though not ill modeofgro~th,l!avositesJ}l~centa .' 
Rominger ... ·Iilthesoutheastquarterofsection16~ .. CoIiotown-
ship, .a small.quarl'y is·.wol'ked· .. partlyin··bedsbeiongingtothe 
horizonqf Acervulariaprofundaandpartlyin beds of the' Bpir-
ifer pennatusz()ne.·. Beds bearing Spirijer'pen,nat't(,sand. its 
associa tedspecies·crop,outalongtheereekins·~cti()ris.31,.32 
and 33,. Newton townsliip,andthesamebedsareagainseen, . 
a mile or moreeast,aiong thesouth line·ofsection34. . . Nonn 
~'- " '--' "---" .. '-':' . ,'-,':- ' '-"':."- -,- ... ,."". -' -,,'- -";,--" 
of Independence thepennatusbedscropoutin tlie.ba1.lJ¥wof 
. thestreamat.ptterville, put the roe~exposuresseenai()ng' 
theWapsipiniGon for. SOme .. distallce ..• nortliwes,t\of Otterville 
belong to higher.zones .•. ···.N·orth:ofFairbankin Fayette eouIJ.ty, 
-•..........•.................•......•...... ' ......... . 
. . thepennat'lts:bedsareagain'seenontllefiatr1;Cs:oI,:theNiagara 
anticline'prevlouslynoted. 
CEDAR VALLEY LIMESTONE. 
. . . ".'- . 
The Hneofdivision between th~Wapsipinicon and (Jed(1r 
Valley stages of the Iowa Devonian may conveniently hedr~wn 
at thetgpofthe.Spirijerpenng,tu/szQne. ·A.bovethisJinethere· 
is amai~kedchange in':the character of the linJ.t~~tone and a 
still moremarkedchangeinthefa,una. Therockis harde:r, 
. at first ranging from yellow ,to .darkgre.y incolo1_~, and the 
evidences of crus hingand disturhanceha ve· almost entirelydis-" 
appeared. The characteristic fauna otthel()wer-beds ceases 
. - - -. , . -', -- . ...: -- - - ,- - " . . :. ~ . 
abruptly,and in the zone immediately Jollowingthe B.penna-
-= ..' . . 
tus beds corals become 'the p;redominating type. The most 
common species is Acervularia projunda, andin thebeds ~har­
actel'izedby this .fine-coral there .occur Favos ites alpenensisa nd 
several other species of Favosites,Alveolites goldju8si, Glado-. 
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para magna, Cladopora palmata, two or ,more species of Zaph-
rentis, Aulocophyllum (sp. ?), more than One species of Cyatho-
phyllum, Ptychophyllum versijorme and Cystiphyllum amer..! 
icanum. Besides the corals there are a number of peculiar 
stromatoporoids that have as yet received no attention from 
paleontologists. N ear the base of this zone, but in a narrow 
band coIitainingbut few other corals,the large and beauti~ 
ful· Phillipsastrea billin,qsi occurs locally inconsiderable' 
numbers. 
, Beds of the Acervularia profunda zone occur at the top of 
nearly all the quarries around Independence. Thecoralfrom 
which the zone is named is not infrequently found in masses 
~ foot in thickness and t~o feet in diameter. Atan old quarry 
south of the correction line road,about 'a mile east of Inde-
pendence there were observed a number of large coralla which, 
when broken with the hammer, showed atendency to separate 
into individual prismatic' corallites as in the case of many 
co:ualla ofCyathophyllum rugosurh from near the Falls of the, 
Ohio. Acervularictprofunrka ,and nearly all the species noted 
above as being usually associated with it, are found ina soft, 
granular, easily-weathered matrixat the top of a small quarry 
on land belonging to Mr. Burke, in the northeastern part or 
Independence. All the beds worked at present in the Burke 
quarry belong to the Acervularicj,projundazone. 
The larger coral, 'Phill1'psastreab-ill-i1'igsi, seems to occur in 
isolated patches, and while it has a wider range than Acervula-
ria projuncla,it is notso uniformly distributed over the area in 
which it is known to be pre~ent. Its place when present, is 
only a few feet above the base of the Cedar Valley limestone. 
In this position a number of coralla are seen at the top of the 
hill on the Winthrop road, one-half mile east of Independence. 
Fine specimens of this species have been taken from the 
upper beds of quite a number o£quarries in the same vicinity. 
The coral is present at this same horizon in the river banks 
above Quasqueton. A tthe McPike and Elliott springs in 
the northeast quarter of section 33, Newton township, speci-
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mens, weathered out of the limestone, were formerly very 
abundant, but they have nearly alltieencarried awaybyeol .. :: 
lectors and Qnlythosefirmlyenibedded in their originalp6si" 
tiorireinain~ .. on the sides of the low,rdunded·hillsin the 
. southeast quarter 'of the southwest quarter,' and . southwest ' 
. quarter of 'sou.theastqli~rter, ofsection.34,N eWtoIitownship, 
specimens ofPhillipsastreacin place,or .f-reedbyweathering, 
·arestill·quite' nU'merbli~~Phil1i1?sastrea. is. also :relatively _ 
abundant at T·r()y. Mills; ;southof,the BuchaIl~n countyline in . 
Linn:eounty, as well as . along the ~iver southe~st.ofTroy 
Mills for ~nutllb~rof miles .. Itspositiori.)iere,~s.weilaselse­
where, isnea:r the "base 6fthe uridistu~be-abeds.abovetheFay;, 
ette breccia.·.., .... '. , 
. At· Troy Mills Spir1jerpennplus is found ranging .' into l;>eds' .. 
above the" Phillipsastreahdrizon" 'a' range' COllslstent ":with' 
what is kllowncOIlcerning this species of spirifera t an1+rrib~r 
6r other localities;butwhiGh has. Dot he ell observed. at any of . 
. theexposhres'arouna Independence. -J:herea-re specim:ensof 
Spi'J-ijer pe1~natus·· intb..e low:erp~rtd:ftlieCed~u'Valley lime~ 
stone at . Littleton; .. Jesup and.Gemmelfg,quarry,·near Quas-,' 
queton; blitwl:ter~ver·thig ~sp·e~ies'.is' fb1ind'~boye, the true 
S'-pennatu8 beds ofthe;llistp.rhed;anCl breccia.ted·zbite,tb.,e:iildi~ .' 
. viduals ~are rare~.andate char~cteI"iz'ed by nav'ingthe cardinal 
line longer, the cardinal.,area.widerandflatter,'and the whole' 
aspect of the shell coarser . than amQugthe'typicalindividuaJs 
of the lowerhorizon'-
. On thew~stside of the river, below the :milLdani;at Little-
ton, there'are ~aturalexposuresof De'Vonianlilil~stone show~ 
ing the following sectionfPlat~' xv ,·Fig.;t)~. . . . 
. .... . F8IlIIT. 
8. Yellow, fossilifer9us shaly lim,~!:;ton'e, .breaking-down, 
~ .. - .: .. 
on exposure to the " weather, into siliallftakes· of 
limestone mingled with a large amount of calcareous 
clay. Fossils include a small.,stemmedClall,opora. 
related to O.iowensisOwen, Meift-Stom-inusjarnsWorth'i' . 
White, a. l~rge, robust form of . Stropheodontade'missa 
Conrad, tha.t is usually much wider ,tha.n lon"g, 
Olthu iOwensis Hall~ an extremely coarse-ribbed 
LITTLETON SECTION. 
A.t1·ypa reticttlaris Lin., a Spirifer ralated to S. 
parryanus, but differing in having a narrower ear-
dinal area and having the mesia.l fold divided by a 
furrow, a small form ofCJj1·tina hamiltonensis HaU, 
FEET. 
and a small, thin Dielasma ......... -..... ; .. """" 10 
7. Heavy-bedded, yellowish limestone, un fossiliferous. .. .5 
6. A crowded coral reef made upchiefiy of coralla of 
Acervula?'ia clavidsoni Ea. and H., with which, how-
ever, are associated Ptychoph:yllumve,rsijoITne Hall, 
Cyathophyllum. two or tb.re3 species, Favosites 
alpe'ne'llsis Win~, a Favositesgrowing in lenticular 
. or hemispherical masses, like F. e'mmonsi, and 
Clad"lpores ofdi.fferent species. .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
5. Hard, regularly~bedded, dark drab or bluish lime-
stone in ledges six to eight inches in thickneF's. 
This number contains Pentamerella attbia, associated 
with large numbers of ,8pi'rije1' 'fJcLri'yamtS and a 
'coarse-ribbed A.t?'ypa 'I'etiwla?·is. There is also a 
large, fiat form of Stropheoaontademissa which differs 
markedly from the small, very arcuate individuals 
of thi.s species found with Spi'tifer pennatus a.t Tnde-
penden~e .....•....................... } . " . , ... " .. . 2 
4. Soft limestone in tw}> or three layers, carrying occaJ 
sional cor all a of AceroiJ.,la?-ia profwndci . . , .... , , , . . . .. ,1 
3. Soft, yellowish limestone, with Favosites and some 
other corals, but best disti.nguished by the presence 
of Newbe-rria.iohannis in moderately large numbers, 
~ith which oCCUl~ Penramerellaamta and Dielasm(t 
(CrancClw) rominge1'i.' .. ;................... ........ 2 
2. Bed of ilark grayish limestone, containing numerous 
~mall specimensofOystiph'ylluID, a large Zaphrentis, 
large masses of Stromatopora and some coralla of 
Acerm.da1'ia profnncla. ,'" ..... , ..... , ., ...•....... , • . 1 
1. Dark brown or grayish limestone, with many large 
specimens of Cystiphyll'tfm cnne?'iccGnwm and Borne 
stromatoporoids, exposed at level of -water, . near 
the mill dam .. < •••••• < •• : •••••• , ••••••••••••• ; • • • • 2 
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Along the river bluff, a'short distance above Littleton~ in 
the southwest qu,arterof section 4, Perry township, there are, 
at the level of the water, exposures of the yellow, shaly lime-
stone, No.8, of the section described above. The bluff above 
the level of the shaly limestone ispartly sodded over,hut the 
details, as far as they can now be made out, would give .. 
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FE.T.· 
2. Yellow, earthy liInestone, evenly.:bedded, in layers 
varying from two to eightinclies in thickness, as 
indicated in a quarry breastei-ghteen feet in. height 
at the top of the bluff and occasional outcrops on 
the hillside. Rock conta.ins broken shells ofo:::::.e or 
more species of Spirifer, an.d>moreperfect speci-
mensof a coarse-l'ibhed Atrypa?·eticularis. ....... .. 60 
1. Ye liow ,shaly limestone, correspondIng to No.8'· of the 
Littlet6nsection ........ ; ..........•... ; ....... ; .. ; 5 
No.2 of this, section· lies . above the beds described in the 
-section below the mill at Littleton. . The qua-rrya t .the top of 
-the bluff at' the point descdbed belongstoMr.G. Jesse. It 
.yields flagging. and building stone of very fair quality . 
. Another quarryat the same geological level, and showing the 
. . 
:same characteristics, is located on land '. belonging to Mr. 
Lewis Schreier, inthe south half ofthesolitheastquarterof' 
section 33; Fairbank township. · It way be said in passiIi.g 
. . 
-that thisi~the level of the qua.rrystoneat Raymond,:in Black 
Hawk county. .... 
. . The beds in the upper portion of the Burkeguarry, atInde~ 
"pendence, . correspond in part to. Nos. 1.' and 20f. theLit~leton 
;section, while all the beds at Littleton, Jrom.lto 4i~clusive, 
belong to the Acer-vularia profunda zone. ' •. About a mile east of 
Littleton~1:te fauMof thIS zone occurs ingreatprofusionand 
in a beautiful state of preservationiJithe wash of, a small, 
intermittent creek. The eoralsa,reweathered out of 'a soft, . 
light gray, granular matrix,r:esembling that at top of the 
Burke quarry, at Indepen<lence;a~d specimens of Iravosites, 
Alveolites,Cladopora,Zaphr~ntis,Cyatltophyllum, Ptycho-. 
phyllum, Acervularia, Gystiphyllum, and ~thergenera, includ,. . 
jng a number of stromatoporoids, all thoroughly cleaned, yet 
in . perfect condition and ready for the museum, may he 
··collected in large numbers. 
At Fairbankthereis a quarry on the west side of the riv~r 
: showing rat4er evenly-bedded, yellowish limestone, somewhat 
~argillaceous, and the thicker beds have many cavities lined 
-with calcite. This quarry gives the following section. 
, . 
FAIRBANK SECTION. 
F.EBT. 
5~ Very dark'Qro.wn, residual clay or geest,_containing 
soll;J.e c9mpleteshells.of Newberria johan~isa~d 
some very much weathered fragmentsofAcerv~t. 
Zaria daividsoni~ ........ ;.- .. ~ ..... ,Afew inches to 
4. Limestone, liithin ]ayers,.containing· -Newberria 
johctnnisandPentamRfreZla a:rata . .... '.' : ... ~ .. , ... 
3. Bed crowded withNeivbe.l'1·iajohan?1is,nlostlY broken 
and d~tachedvalves~ .. ; .. , .. ,: .......... ~ .... : .. . 
2. Yellowish,soft,everily-beddedliinestone, in layers 
ranging up to siX. or eight inches ,in thickness, 
containing many smaU' individuals ofCrsti--
1 
4 
1. 
phyllum.; ........ > ..... ; ........... . , ............ ;.j 5 
1. Heavy beds, notfossilifet:ous, exposed at base of -
quarry. : ................. , . ; . , .. " .: ......... , ... 2 to 3 . 
. " .. 
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The section at Fairbank f3hows some decided variations in 
character. and thickness.ofilhe-sev,eral·melllbers WhEm com-
_pared with co:rrespondiilghedsJ~l'ther s011th. _ No.2. is the 
same-as No~:2 ,atLHtl~toIl,but·itisIp.oreargillaceous and 
doe~ not contain Acerv~laria: profunda. -'N os. 3 .and 4, atFair~ 
ban~, are equivaleIlttoNo .. 3at,_Littletbn,:.b~ttog~ther they. 
are much thicker,and the "pe<~uliar fossil, Newberrfa johdnn;-is, 
is much more numerous~~cr6wdh~g ,certain layer~ to the total 
. exclusion of everythingel~e ..• The beds <b.ereall lie below the 
horIzon of Acervularia:davidsol1L This sp'ecies 'was not seen in 
pl~ce at'this . locality, •. but 'the· .weaithered'a:nd··iron~stained 
specimens in the· residu.alclays·a.bovethequarry indicate that 
it was" once present ihltS nornia;lposition. About O1ie-half 
mile northwest of Fairbank; in Fayette county, there are two 
quarries' opened in l)eds that,a~the base 'of the exposure, 
carry the fauna of the-Spiriferpennatus beds at Independence. 
These beds here, however,- are ·n.ot crushed or brecciated, but 
lie in regular layers eight to t~n inches"in thickness. At the 
top of the quarries~re yellowishbeds,containing cavities 
lined with calcite,. equivalent to the beds in the lower part of 
the sec~ion at Fairbank,and· containing Sornesmall, depaup-
erate colonies of Acervula-ria profunda. ..O:ne andohe-half 
miles north of, Fairbank the Niagara dolomit~; as,al~eady 
. ; 
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noted,· rises in the hill overlooking the river to an altitude of 
forty feet above the level of the Devonian. lim~stonein the .. 
quarries just desc:dbed. _'" 
. There are two quarries, one on each side of the correction 
line road, one-half mile southeast of Jesup. The north quarry 
belongs toT. F. Kenyon. Thelimestone beds, at ,this point, 
are somewhat contorted,and dip' at an angle of 5° toward the 
. east. Theaggregat~ thickness of the beds exposed is about 
. eighteen feet~ .' The section shows; 
...... .... . _. .. ..... .. . FEET 
6. Blackloam ............................ '. , ........... 1 to2 
5. Broken and decayed yellow lim.estone, mare or less 
'distu:;bed; .......... , .............. ; ... ; , •.. : ... , 2 to;j 
4 .. Yellowishli:rnestone, not very fossiliferous,affords 
. some good quarry staue .... # •••••••• · ..... ~ ••••• ~. . 5 
. 3. Beds of soft limestone, easily affected by weather. 
Fossils are a coarse Sp~riferpennatifs andnumer~ . 
ous smailPentamerids df uIldetermiJiedspecies.. 2 
2. Limestonecohtaininguumerous . stromatoporoids 
and true corals. The, corals embrace the gen.era. 
Acervularia, CyathophyI1u:i:n; Ptychophyllum, 
Cystiphyllum and Favosites: Some fair building 
stone .... .- .. , ..... ~ ... ; .. .' . , .'.' ... ;.' . ", .. , . • • . . . .. 6 . 
L Fissile limestofiBwith few fossils .. : .... : ..... : ,..... 3 
The Acervularia in the Kenyon quarry is the species A. 
profunda HalL All the beds lie'below the horizon of A,.tlatJidso!I,i. 
Among the stromatoporoids. associatedwith.A.profundccis 
Str01natopora er raticaH. andW. ,one 6fthe few species still 
retained in the genus Stromatopora'as emended byNicholson~ 
,The quarry on the southside of the road belongs to Edward 
Lown. The strata dip slightly toward.the south. The beds 
worked are equivalenttoNos; 4 and 5 of the Kenyon qp.arry. 
The beds corresponding to No.5 are, h01Yever, not-broken 
and disturbed as they are on the north side of the road. 
East of Quasqueton, on land"belonging to G. E. Gemmel, an 
exposure of Devonian limestone has beenq uarried at intervals 
for a number of years. The limestone is quiteregulady 
hedded, and ~he horizon is very clearly indicated by the .fact 
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that in. the upper part of the quarry the strata ~arry Acer-
vularia da1)1~dson·i and Spirijer prirryanus, while lower abwn are 
Acervularia profunda and the usual association of corals, and 
still' lower·are.iftrypa aspera and Spiriferpennatus. Orlhis 
iowensis is verycoID.mon in some of the beds. There is also a 
large form of 8tropheodonta demissa characteristic of the Cedar 
v~lley . beds . Which~ carry either of the two species of AceI'-
vtllaria found· inthis· county. . The top of the Gemmel quarry 
is about 80· feet higher . than the brecciated beds exposed in 
the channetQf·the riverb~lQW t4e bri4gt3·~t Quasqueton. 
A nuillberof interesting outcrOps of beds equivalent totho.se 
seen along the valley of ·theW apsipinicon between Fairbank 
and Troy ·Mllls,occrtrin the yalley of Li.me Greek in Jefferson 
township. The Spiri/er p'enn-atus beds are exposed near the 
. . 
foot ofthe·hlll on the west side of the creek not far from the 
. . 
southeast cornerofcsection 14 .. Farther up .the hill the over-
.1yingbedsotthe Cedar valley ~tage occur. Along the creek 
in section 23 the beds lying above the S. pennatus horizon out-
. cropcoritinubuslyfor some distance. A reef of Acervularia 
. davidsoni is conspicuous a·short distance south of the center 
of the section last named. FIve· or six feet below the level of 
the reef th~reare beds· crowded· with· small individuals of 
. . '." - . 
;4trYpareticular is, while a bove the reef the beds are :softer and 
yellowish in color, and correspond in lithological and faunal 
characteristics,as well as in position, to Nos. 7 and 8 of the 
section at Littleton.· A very good· exposur~ of the yellow· 
shaly1imestone is seeuin a road cutting along the north side 
of the ttorthwestqu.arter of section 26. Thismemberhas 
h~rea thickness ot.fifteen feet, and contains the coarse-ribbed 
form of· Atrypa r~ticularis which characterizes bed No. 8 at 
Littleton.· Above. the yellow limestone there lies a bed, fifteen 
feet in ~hickness,of· w~iti$h,.compactfine-grained limestone 
corresponding to the white unfossiliferousbeds in the upper 
. part of the exposures in Johrisonco1inty~ This white lime-
stone is either absent at Littleton or is represented by No. 2 
. . -
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at the G. Jesse quarry a short distancenorthw~stofthetoWJ;l 
menti()ned~ 
Along Lime creek, south of Brandon; in the northwest 
quarter of section 34, the bedsare.well.exposed' and show,the 
following section. 
FEET. 
4. 'Softlimestone grading up into yellow shale, which 
carries silicified individuals of the coarse-ribbed 
Atrypa -reticulans and a Spirifer resembling S. par-
. . 
ryanu8 ................ '" ; ............. , . . . •. ... . .. . 8 
3. Coral reef consisting of'Acervularia, Fa'vosites, Pty-
chophyllilm and other corals ....... ; ......... ~.... 1 
2. Evenly-beddedliniestonewi~h fewfossils or none.... 4 
1. Limestone, r.egularlybeddedand capa13leof being 
quarried, inJayersfrom two to six inches in thick-
ness, the : thinner beds serving well as flagging. 
Beds contain. Bp. perlinatus,.At?'Ypa asperaiFa vosites 
growing inhenlispherical form, rel~tedin13tI'ucture, 
though not in mode of growtli',' to F., a.lpe1'1£'11Sis 
Winchell,andstemsegri1entsotMegtstocrinu~. Ill. 
these' beds occurs a large StropheodQ?ltadeflitssa like 
the form a.ssociated with Spinier 'parryanus at 
Littleton' .... .-......... ' ..... ' ................•... ' .' .... - 4 
In the lowblufIbbundingthefloodplain.on the south side 
of the creek, at Brandon, there are exposures. of Devonian 
strata showing someunus¥cal peculiarities .. The hedsare 
folded,buckledarid displaced on a scale sufficient to produce 
a cQmplex series of alternations of lithblogicalandpaleonto-
~cal eharac.tersat the same level along the hillside. At 
one point, for example; there. are beds carrying Bpir1jerpen-
naiu,s. ,At the same levela few yards away there' is a portion 
of the coral reef Wjth Acervularia, Ptychopliyllum, Favosites 
and other characteristic corals. . Farthero!l are yellow shales 
corresponding to No. 8 of the Littleton section,and carry-
ing the coarse-ribbed Atrypa and other fossils that everywhere 
distinguish this horizon. Some of the displacement maybe 
due to faulting on a small scale; but the residual material 
resulting from extensive weathering conceals the beds over 
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most of.the hillside, and allows only occasional glimpses of 
the strata. The sharp fold shown in Plate xiv, Fig. 2, is 
seen at one of the exposures. . 
The yellow limestone corresponding to N o~. 7 and 8 of the 
Littleton section is all hard enough for building stone a short 
.distancesouth-westofBrandon, and a quarry is worked at this 
horizon inthe bluff of Cedar river, south of the countyline. ' 
There are 'a few u.nimportant exposures of the Devonian 
strata on Bear creek, in section 36of.Je:IIerSofi township, and 
another outcrop, which furnishes PhiUipsasirea billingsi, occurs 
,one.;.fourth of a mile north of the center of section 20, In 
Homer township. " 
Pleistocene; 
The surface of Buchanan county is very generally covered 
With beds of . drift or other . deposits belonging to the Pleis-
tocene system. ' ... , The sub-'Aftonian or pre-Kansan drift has· 
"p:ot been recognIzed 'at the suriace,butits presence is demon-
'strated innumerous borings and excavations' by a soil and 
forest bed, horiz'on underneath the blue clay of Kansan age. 
At Oelwein, north of Buchanan county, the forest bed and 
. , 
underlyiIlgdriftw~re well exposed in the deep cut on the line 
of the Chicago Great Western railway, and the, details of the 
section were described in papers read before the Iowa Academy 
,of Sciences in December, 1896. * 
KANSAN. 
Kansan drift" is spread almost universally over Buchanan 
.' -county. In some cases it comes almost or quite to the surface; 
, in other cases it is reached o'nlyafter penetrating ten or 
, 'twenty feet; or, even more, of the' later Iowan till, and in still 
·othercases it is buried beneath Iowan till and Buchanan 
- - . - . 
'gravels. A very common relation of Pleistocene deposits is 
illu~trated by theweh'sec~ion on land of'J. W.Welch, in the 
southwest quarter of section 28, Buffalo township. The record 
shows,' 
*Prcc. Iowa Acad. Sci, vol:IV, pp. 54-68, . 
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"ft. 
3. Dark soil and yellow tilL; ; ........ ; ' .. , ..... , ~ ..... i. 4 
2. Reddish ferruginous sand alld graveL ............ , . .23 
l~ , ,Blue clay,penetrateci.. • ~,; ..... : •..•........... "~ .. ;. . . 1, 
No.-3 of this section is Kansan drift,No.2is BuchaIfan 
- . ',I - '. '.'
-gra"el, and Noo, 1 is Iowan tilL In the same quarter section -
another well shows. 
_ ,- _ , _ FBET. 
3. Soil and ye.11owtill .... : •. ; .. , . " ...... ~ ., ... : ......... -,22 
2. Reddish graveL. ~ ............... _ .... : .. -.;: ......... - 11 
1." Blue.claY,wlthpock.etsof sand .. ~ ............ '" . . • . . 19' 
_ Although the _ thickness varIes -considerably"the memb~rs 
of this last section are severally the saine as the corre::;porid-
ing Iiumpers in the one above. In a railway cut, in tp.e south 
half of section 3, Buffalo township, the ~ectiori- shows. -". , 
,_ . ' " " . -FBBT. 
_ 4. Bla.ck loam orsoil.: ••..... ,. ! ..•... _. ... . ........ . . ..•.. 1, 
3. Y en9wIowant\~L,.< .. :-.. _',: .... . y •• .............. ;·.5 
2. ReddIsh yellow, o.x:idizedKansa~,tilL .. ,; ••.. ~o'~ •••••• "2 
1. . Unalteredhlue Kansantni .. ; ..... ~ .• : .. _ .. ; .. ~.. ..4 
The Kansan till' is normally a blueclayinter~ect.ed by 
numerous joints.and carrying large numbers ofpebble~ arid 
bowlders of dark colored,fuiegrained greenstone .. _.Fragments " 
of limestone are, not uncommon, aAd there are also soirJ.~ b6wl- ' 
ders of light colored, porphyriticgrallite,; "The bo'Wlde~s and 
bowld.erets of variousldndsarequitegenerallyfacetted arid 
str;iated on ~~e or two sides. Where theKatisandriftwasn()t.· 
disturbed by the later ,Iowan ice 'invas~bnthere isazorie. of" 
oxi<?-ation, varying -in thickIless,. alld .t~cordi~$ 'the e~anges 
that took pla~e in the superficiaJ portton of .the dr~ft as a 
result of e~posuret'o weather duriJl;g the lon.g interval between 
the retreat of the Kansan ice and the advent·' of the Iowan. 
The oxidized zone is only· partly preser~ed in No.2 6fthe 
section last above . described. 'Fragments of wood, nlanyof 
which are referable to the AmerIcan larch,Larix amerieanus, 
are distributed through "the entire thickness of the blue 
Kansan till. Wood is, however,' more abundant in the lower 
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p a.rt ,.of,the formation; and it reaches its maximum in the forest 
and soil bed that marks the.Aftonian horizon and separates 
the Kansan from the sub-.Aftoniandrift .. 
BUCHANAN' GRAVEL. 
In·the latitude of Buchanan county the disappearance of 
the Kansan :1ce was attend~d by strong currents of water 
flowing away from the :ice margin. These currents were 
loaded with glaciald~bris in.cludingfragments rangingfrom 
, n,ne silt to bowlders a foot or morein diameter. The course 
of the' c~rrentswas ma~ked by deposits of sand and gra ve1 
more or less sorted and.stratified, :and not infrequently cross-
. ,bedded on an extensive scale. , 'Itis to these particular deposits 
that the name Bucha,nan gravel has. been appli~d' Beds of 
, the g:ravelar~stre~n continuously for miles along the valley 
,,'. of Buffaiocr~ek" in Byron ,'andMiddlefie~d townships. They 
are common along Pine creek in the western part of Byron. ' 
They areconspicuonsalong the valley of the.W apsipinicon 
between Littleton ana, Independence. All the streams, in 
, ,fact,are bordered more or less generally by trains of gravel. 
But the gravels are by no means confined to the stream val-
leys. They. are found quite as Irequently on the high lands, 
and soin.~ofthe higb.estpoin.tsin the county are marked by 
"thEj ptesen~e of coarse,ferruginous stratified 'deposits of this 
age.' Streamsnmy have flowed in glacial canyons along the 
hilltops'whilf:} the adjacent lowlands were still occupied by 
, heaVy bodie,sO£ice. , " ' 
•. The BuchanaIigravel presents two phases, an upland phase 
'in which the materials are relatively coarse, and a valley 
phase coniposedlargely of sand and fine gravel., Bowlders, 
ranging to more than a foot in diameter, areuot uncommon in 
the upland deposits; pebbles more than~n inch in diameter 
w~uld rank among the unusu~lly large constituent fragnlents 
in the lowland phase. 
The type exposure of Buchanan gravel occurs at the gravel 
pit of the Illinois Central railroad, In the northwest quarter 
" 
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of section 32,: Byrontownship~ ··Here·the deposit·isab()ut· 
twenty feet in thickriess..ltcons~sts t?fstratified, . ofter~' 
cross.;hedded,sands ati(i gi'itvei~~with· manyh()Wlders,stx, 
eight, ten ortw~lveinches in:diameter. A very large l>r()I?or- . 
tionof·. the bowlderssh<?wunabraded; ghicial-plan~d.sudaces 
which would~ ind.icat~that :ff they had be~ri;transport~d·:by. 
currentactidn forfiP:Y considerable dfstanc.e, they were,fibt . 
r6lledbllt- pr6bab!yhad heen-carfiedby floating ice~ ,Ill :~ollie: 
parts of· the pit the gravell:rarevery fer:rngitrolls·andvveath'er;. 
stained.· ···Many of the granite'b()wlders~re~OmpletelYd~caye& ... 
andcrumble to sand on·.theappn~ationo:fveryslightf()rce~ 
The gravel rests ()lltypical Kallsan:blu~ctayaJ1d: iso~erlaitl . 
by yellowlowantillwhi~h :yariesfroulless·than ·.·afdbtir( 
~thicknes.satthe wester±i.endor:the.exposure tb·'llloretb.al1 six ... 
feet at the· extreme eastern· -·end. ; Twofa;ct~ are at once . 
apparent ; first;. the gravel is .. interglacialin'positi()ll; second, 
it is very qld ascomp-af.e~mt,ll ~heoverlyirig Iowa:n.tiu.The 
.characteristicsandr~l~tion.s'ofthe" gravels at 'this typeloca,l- .. " 
ity are illustr~tedjn1?lat'es:x:vi'an<l xvii.. . ...... . 
A very nne· exposure,ofBuchanan.gravelis·,seen in a large 
pit worked forroadfuaterial·.near.:.tb.enorth.east·corner p! . 
section 4, Liberty township ....• Insollle res~edts if-Is 'b~tte:t 
than the •. type e~po~ureeast oflndepena.ence. The.obHq:rte. 
·bedding, .. t he dorti1?reteox:id~~ioIi, '_thef~J5rllgiIious::¢h3iracterl~~ 
tics, the deep ~ed'color,the decay()fthegranites;~n short, all .. 
the distinctive features of -this' d.~l?dsit, ·,~teexhibited in . 
remarkable ':perfeetion. .. The' lineaf . division between> the 
gravel and the overiying' ~6wan drift i,8 ·a;Isowel! ,shown,a:nd 
. . . .. . ... .,. .• ....• .... •.... . .. '.. .. .• ;><, .. .. . ... . . ... 
at the .. south ,side .of the pit.thereareyet remnants: of the 
jnt,erg-Iacial soU bed .. ~ 'The Jowerten :fe~t of~.the exposure is 
made up of co~rse, eross.-beddedsandWlLiclr'is sharpljdefined . 
from the stillcQarsergravel whichconstitiitestheupper--pa.rt , 
of the deposit. .Thedecayecf granites' arembst conspictrous 
in the gravelly portion of the bed, and associated with . them 
are numerous planed bowlders' and bowlderets. 'It is a gell-
eral rule, illustrated 'atpractically all the ·eXposures of the 
low A GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE XVI. 
FIG. 1. General view of the typical exposure of Buchanan gravels. Illinois Central 
gravel pit. 
FIG. 2. Nearer view of the typical exposure, showing Iowan drift above the graveL 


low A GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE XVII. 
FIG 1. An abandoned part of lllinois Central gravel pit." Stratification is obscured 
by rain wa.sh. A bowlder belonging to the Iowa.n stage is perched on the margin 
of the pit, and others, having ,been undermined, have fallen to the bottom of the 
excavation. 
FIG. 2. 1 ieId immediately north of the Illinois Central gravel pit, showing large num-
bers of Iowan bowlders. 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE X VIII. 
FIG. 1. Buchanan gravel overlain by Iowan drift, two miles west of Winthrop. 
FIG. 2. A nearer view of part of the Winthrop gravel pit, showing coarse material 
above stratified sand. This is a typical exposure of the upla.nd phase of the gravels. 
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beds under consideration, that the coarser material occurs in 
the upper part of the deposit. This exposure is illustrated in 
Plate xviii,Figs~ 1 and 2. 
Another excellent exposure of Buchanan gravel occurs west 
of the center of section 33, Perry township. A large pit is 
worked for material which is used in improving the streets of 
Jesup. .A thickness of eighteen feet is exposed. The gravel 
.. . 
is overlain by a very small amount of Iowan drift. The 
exposure shows all the usual characteristics of stratification,· 
oblique bedding, ferrugination,oxidation. and granitic decay. 
About a mile east of Independence there is a heavy bed of 
Buchanangravel presenting all the usual characteristics. It 
is overlain atone point by two and a half .feet of Iowan drift. 
This deposit is remarkable for the fact that it occurs on the 
highest ground between the Wapsipinicon and the Buffalo. 
. . 
At one point thebed has been worked extensively for road 
material, but the· gravel covers the whole hilltop over 'quite 
'-
a Jarge area. The overlying drift in general is thin, and even· 
the Kansan drift beneath the gravel is very scant. The beds 
at'this point illustrate well the upland phase of this forma-
. , -
tion. It is the upland gravel that occurs in the pit east of 
J esup, and the same phase of the gravel forms a sharp ridge 
in the northeast quarter of section 11, Madison township. 
The region about Rowley is well supplied with gravels 
belonging to the Buchanan stage, as will· be seen by consult-
ing the geological map of the county, and there is an extensive 
. . 
area underlain by these gr~vels in the eastern half of Fair-
bank·township. 
The valley phase of the Buchanan gravel is seell in terrace-
like deposits that follow Buffalo (3reek in Byron and Madison 
towllships,as well as the valley of Pine creek in the western 
part of Byron. The best illustrations of this phase, however, 
are found along the Wapsipinicon river between Littleton and 
Independence. 
Gravel is found over an area from half a mile to a mile and 
a half in width east and southeast of Littleton, and it is con-
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tinu.ed in a belt of varyingwidtliallthewayto. Independence. 
I textends up, the valley o.fHarte:r creek for~t least twomil~s~ , 
There are a'num.ber of pits, showing well: the character of the,' 
deposit, in the southwest quarter of sectiob. 27, Washington 
tow:nship, and there are natural etposures' Oil Harter creek,in 
the northeast and northwest quarter~ ()fth~samesecticm. 1:he' 
deposit here, asis general in the valleys, i~made up of sand 
and'fiIl~ grav:eL ,These valley gra~els are not as ferruginous; ,,' 
'uorarethey as highly colored, as 'those on the~highlands;but 
the Iowan bowlders sp:rinkled over' the sudace,al1d' the thin 
-layer of Iowan drift overiyingthedeposit, leave no doubtastQ 
the practical contemporaneity.of the upland 'and "lowland 
phases. Absolute coutempora-q.eitYis not assured, for when 
the upland grav~I8',were depositing, the valleys were ,proba b1y 
filled ,with ice.- The lowland gravels of this locality were not " 
l~id, q.own until'~ftertheKansanlce hadleft the valleys,' and, 
the, general ice nlarginhad:retreated, some distance to the . ' 
, north, or northwest. ,. The upland ',pliase'wasproduced ,by" 
transportation and depositiohinvigorous,' cllrren~ts in ,close 
proxiinity tothemargin'ofthe melting "ice; the valley phase 
shows the effect of currents that have 10st niuch of their . 
original impetuosity 'and 'dispos~dofthe,coars~rmateria;ls 
with which they were at first loaded. "Deposition iIi connec;. 
tion with the valley' phase took place'atpoints,more remote , 
than in,the ea§e of' the;uplandgravels;from,theedge'of the, ' 
retreating ice. 
~ .. ' 
IOWAN ,DRIFT. 
~" . 
The Iowandrift is the superficial deposit over the: greater 
part of Buchanan. ~ounty. 'Since this q,rift was laid t down the 
surface has been modified to only a very'slight.extoent. 'The 
general aspect 'of a region covered with,' drift of Iowan age is 
. . . . . 
typically displayed in Cono, Homer and Westburg townships, 
southwest of the Wapsipinicon river, and in Middlefield" Fre-
mont and Byron, northeast, of this stream. The surface is 
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low A GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE XIX. 
FIG. 1. A characteristic field strewn with Iowan bowlders, in the northern part of 
Newton township. 
FIG. 2. An Iowan bowlder of medium size, showing effects of weathering. 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE XX. 
FIG.1. Group of large Iowan bowlders, southeast oi Winthrop. 
FIG. 2. Large Iowan bowlder near the center of Newton township. . 
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very gentlyunduhiting· and is liberally sprinkled with enor-
mous granite bowlders. Bowlders ten, fifteen or twenty feet 
in diameter, and standing ·conspicuously above the general 
surface, are common features of the prairie landscapes, and 
great granite masses,thirty feet in diameter, are known at 
several points. 1'lultitudes of smaller. bowlders, ranging from 
one to two or three feet in diameter, are a serious encumbrance 
.in many fields and pastures (Plate xix, Figs. 1 and 2). 
The main body of the Iowan drift is a yellow, highly calc a-
reOllS clay. It shows no such differences between the super-
iicial and deeper portions as does the Kansan .. It has remained, 
even at the grass roots, practically unchanged by weathering 
since its deposition. The great stretches of undulating prairie 
without marked drainage courses· remain unaffected by the 
agents of erosion.· As compared with the Kansan drift or the 
Buchanan gravels, the Iowan is very young, the time since its 
deposition being· evidently oIlly a very small fraction of the 
length of the interval·between the disappearance ot the Kan-
san ice and the appearance of the Iowan; 
The maximum thickness of this drift sheet is unknown. 
It was evidently deposited on a deeply eroded surface, and 
it is, therefore, very thin over" the pre-IoWa.~ hilltops and 
deeper in the pre-Iowan valleys. Railway cuts,which of 
necessity are liinited to the higher ridges, usually, in Buchanan 
and adjacent counties, sho_w only a thin veneer of Iowan drift 
resting on weathered Kansan. In the big railway cut east 
of Oelwein in Fayette county, the Iowan stage is represented 
by a layer of loamy soil less than a foot in thickness, while 
in the eastern part of Fairbank township, Buchanan county, 
the farm wells show at least thirty feet of Iowan till over-
lying highly ·oxidized beds of Buchanan gravel. 
LOESS. 
Loess is rather rare in Buchanan county, the deposits of this· 
material being of small importance when compared with the 
widely spread beds of the same material in Dubuque, Delaware 
. . 
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and Jones counties. In BUGhanan, true loess seems to belirn~ 
ited tosomehighpoiIltsllQrthQfth~ Wapsipinicon river in Sec-
tions,28, 29 and 30 of Liberty: township. ,While the loess here, 
is typical in character, its thickness is not very gr~at. It 
mantles an irregularlyerodedsurfayethat rises from sixty to 
eighty feet above the level of. the Iowan drift, plain: Rain 
erosion in the, fields and roads has, inplaces,cut throug~ the 
entire thickness of the deposit and revealed theunde:dying 
Kansan drift with its-peculiar bowldersandcliaracteristically 
weathered surface. There is no Iowan drift ,on these 10ess-
covered highlands. 
A-light colored, sandy clay, resernblingsome phases of the 
,loess, is seen in sections 2'7 and 34, Fairbank township,and 
a similar deposit occurs at a number of points in sections 26 
, and 27 of Liberty township. , The thickness of the material 
at the points last named does not exceed, two, or two and a ' 
-half feet. ' The arenac,eousclayappears in some localities,to 
,grade into beds of sand of varying thickness. The stretch of 
sandy road, on the main ,line of tra vel between Quasqueton 
andIndependence,passingthrough section 20 of Liberty town-
ship, is an illustration in point."At a certain altitude there 
are beds or sa~d;- a little higher the-sand gives place to an 
arenaceous loess; and on the 'highest points of the region the 
deposit, as alreadydescribed,.becomesatrue loess, a fa,ct 
well illustrated in, section 29 of Liberty township. 
POST-GLACIAL DEPOSITS. 
- -
But little change has taken place -' in the sur!ace of the' 
county since the retreat of the Iowan ice, thedate~fromwhich 
the postglacial'history of, the county should be reckoned. 
Some alluvium has doubtless been deposited along the stream 
valleys during times of high water, but in most cases it is too 
thin to be differentiated from-the loam yYhich has been developed ' 
'on the surfa~e of the Iowan drift by the numerous agents con-
cerned in soil-making. In the deep preglacial valleys that 
have- been mentioned as occurring at a few points along Lime 
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creek and the Wapsipinicon river, there are some beds of 
alluvium, hut they are thin, small and unimportant . 
. In the county there are a few rather anomalous peat bogs: 
which present the unusual phenomenon of being higher than 
the dry ground inthe immediate neighborhood. One on land. 
of Mr. B.Stoner, in the northwest quarter of section 13,. 
Perry township, is typical of aU the beds of the kind observed .. 
,The peat is coarse and fibrous, with atptalthickness of eight 
or ten feet. The bed occurs ona long, gently sloping hillside 
and in the center is several feet higher than the dry ground 
at the right and left. The area covered is small. The surface 
supports a luxurIant growth 6f coarse sedge or slough grass~ 
A s~milarpeatbog on relatively high ground was seen in the 
southwestern part of section 19, Newton township, and there· 
is another in the southwest quarter of section 8,liazelton 
township. The locationof the peat beds has been determined 
by the presence of springs .. or."seeps" issuing from the drift on 
. the hill slope. 
Soils. 
Soils, in the narrower sense which limits the term to the 
fine darkcolored loam developed on the surface. of the loose, 
superficial materials,are generally, throughout the county,of 
postglacial origin. Soils vary withthe nature of the deposit 
from which they are derived ... Drift soils are most common 
in the county under consideration, and practically all of the 
drift soils are developed on the Iowan till. This class of soils 
is from six inches to two or three feet in depth, . dark in color 
on account of its we8Jlthof organic matter, more or less sandy, 
warm and easily cultivated .. Such soils contain a considera-
ble amount of . lime carbonate that, added to the vegetable 
matter with which they are so richly endowed, renders them 
capable of producing crops of cereals for many successive 
years without showing signs ofexha-qstion. The small area 
of loess 'soils in sections 28, 29 and 30, of Liberty township, 
has recently been stripped oiits timber and brought·under 
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cultivation. The results are mOre satisfactory than in many 
other areas of similar soils where the slopes are steeper* and 
the effects of :rain erosion are more pronounced. There are 
small areas of gravelly and sandy soils along the stream val-
leys, the largest being found north and northwest of Inde-
pendence. 
Deformations) 
The anticlinal fold to which reference was made in discussing 
the Niagara -limestone, is the principal disturbance of which 
- -
there is clear record in-Buchanan county. There are sOrn~ slight 
folds,probably, however, due to inequa,lities of deposition, in-
the Devonian E!trata. A t Brandon there is an e~ample of a 
short buckling of some of the beds as shownin Plate, xiv Fig. 
2. 
Unconformities. 
The Devonian beds are evidently unconformable on the slop-
ing side of the Niagara anticline in the vicinity of Fairbank, 
and the relations of the several Pleistocene deposits to each 
other, and to the indurated rocks on which the lowest drift 
sheet lies, afford other illustrations of unconformity,_ 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
Building Stone. 
Building stone is quarried in a small way at the exposures 
of Niagara limestone in sections 18 and 19 of Madison town-
ship and section 13 of Buffalo. The Devonian'ilimestone is 
worked for building material_ more extensively than the 
Niagara,-but there are no quarries in thecollntythat attempt 
- more than t08upply local demands. The great number of 
sman quarries around Independence has been referred to in 
connection with the description of the -Fayette formation. 
The stone is rather soft, not well bedded, and a larg~ part of 
"'See description of loess soils in.reports on Delawa.re, Jones and Johnson counties._ 
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it yields in the course of a short time to the effects of the 
weather. A harder, and generally better, quality of stone is 
foundin equivalent beds along Pine creek, in section 21, Lib-
ertytownship, and in sections 33 and 34, Newton township. 
The Gemmel quarry near Quasqueton is operated in beds 
that include the horizon of Acervularia davidson i, in the,Cedar 
valley limestone. ,The ~tratification is more reg~lar, and the 
stone is harder and more resistant to weather than in the 
, quarries irithe Fayette stage 'near Independence. It is the 
same horizon' and essentially the same quality of stone that is 
represented in the Kenyon and L')wn quarries southeast of 
Jesup. ,With only one or two' exceptions, the many small 
quarries along Lilne creels near Brandon,are worked in the 
'Cedar valley limestone, and the product is similar to that from 
the quarries near Quasqueton and' Jesup.' In the northern 
part of the county, at the Fairbank qU;lrrYI this horizon fur-
nishesstone in thicker and more regular beds, and the quality 
on the whole is.better. 
The quarry stone horizon ,above the beds containing' Acer-
,vularia clavidsoni is represented in the Schreier quarry in the 
southeast quarter of section 33, Fairbank township, and in the 
Jesse quarry in the southwest quarter of se.ction 4, Perry 
township. 'Theformation at this horizon consists of an earthy, 
soft, yellowish limestone in rather regular layers which range 
from two to eight inches in thick~ess. The layers are cut by 
nearly vertical joints at intervals of from two to eight feet. 
The stone hardens on exposure, and is not easily affected by 
the weather. The quarries named are capable of furnishing 
an indefinite' amount' of good building stone. 
Another source of building stone is found in the great num-
ber of granite bowlders sprinkled over the surface. These 
all belong to the Iowan drift and were transported and depos-
ited by, the Iowan ice sheet. 1-1any of 'the larger bowlders 
have been reduced to blocks of convenient size by the methods 
employed in granite quarries, and many of smaller size have, 
one by one, been dressed into proper shape with the hammer. 
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All the iinportant~ridge piers of the county are constructed 
~f~eavyblocks ofgra,nite.F9undationsfor the great mill 
and other 'important buildings ,at. Independence are of cut 
granite obtained from Pleist~cene b~)"wlders in the imm~diate , 
neighborhood., Granite derived from local bowlders wasused 
i.n thefoundation~o:f the hospital for~he.insane;srnall granite 
bowld.ers just as they are gathered from the fields have be~n 
used ext~nsively on the f~rms as foundations for barnsa-nd 
.dwelling houses. 'OranitequarriedfrornPleistocene bow ldets 
was, at one tirneexportedfrom Independenceonq.uite ala,rge 
"scale, some of the great blocks being used in .thefoundation 
oftlle state capitolat Des Moines. Thesupplyofgranitefor 
,buildingpurposes is practically inexhaustible,and the quality 
- ... '. 
·of the material is unimpeachable. ' , Theappearanc~ and rela-
tive size of some of the large bowlders are illustrated in Figs. 
land 2, Plate xx. 
Lime. 
, ' 
. . ".. _.." , . 
At present there is scarcelyanylime 'produced in Bucha.nan 
-county. Kilns have' been operated at Independence,Qllas-
queton and other points within the area of Devonian odicrops, 
.and in'section 19 of Madison towD.ship,lime was made from 
the' Niagara"limestone. Imported lime has of late years sup-
planted the local product. ' 
Brick Clays. 
Clays suitable for the manufacture.ofbrick occurata num-
'ber of points in the countYithose'ru.ost generally distributed 
belonging to the Iowan ,drift. The fine yellow clay 01 Iowan' 
~age, with proper treatment, will make brick.'of superior. qual-
ity; the difficulty experienced in working it is due to the peb-
'blesand small bowlders with'which it is charged. ,There are 
portions of the drift, 'however, from which bowlders and peb-
'bles are absent. "The favorable conditions, it is true, are not 
-always present in convenient localities, and it is to this fact 
that the practical abandonment of brick making in the county, 
"of late years, is prohably due. 
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The pebbleless, loess clay on the highlands west of the 
mouth()f Pine creek in Lihertytownship, might be used advan-
tageously, and it would makebr~ck of excellent quality, if only 
enterprise .and capital found sufficient encouragement to jus-
tify theconstructlon of a plant. A . fine quality of' pressed 
brick might be made' from the clay in question. So far as 
known no effort hasbeenmadeto utilize this important deposit. 
Coal. 
. '. , 
Severaltimesduring thepast years there has been more or 
less interest aroused over the reported discovery of coal. 
These reports have come from various points in the county 
and were all based on the fact that boringsor excava~ioi1s had 
penetrated the Independence shale .. In certain localities this 
shale is black and Garbonaceous; it even contains small parti-
cles of coal. associated withpyritizedstems of terrestrial 
plants; but nowhere does the deposit contain anything of 
commercial value., The people should bear in mind that the 
rocks of the county· are aU' older than' any p:roductive coal 
measures. . Furthermore, .. ' the deeper lying rocks are older 
than those at the surface, and so, contrary to a popular notion 
. very generally held and expressed, the deeper the boring or 
excavation the more liopelessbecomes the search for coal. 
The Independence snalewaspenetrated by Mr: Kilduff ina 
pit near the present O'Toole quarry, east of Independence, in 
a well near Jesup, and again in an excavation near the mouth 
of Pine creek,in Liberty township. 
Road Materials. 
In solving the problem of good roads for Buchanan county 
. . 
-the Buclianari gravel, with which the region is so· generally 
and so bountifully supplied, will be recognized as a factor of 
thefirs~ importance. Gravel beds occur within convenient 
. . 
hauling di~tan:ce of almost every neighborhood, and the supply 
is sufficient to put every foot of clayey and boggy road in the 
county in excellent CQ~ditio~.· The gravels have been already 
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used to good purpose in making street andT9adimprovements 
inand atound Independeuce, Winthrop 'and Jesup, and many 
stretches of country roads" that were formerly, 'at times, 
impassable have been greatly henefited by th,e application of ' 
this materiaL But as yet the work is scarcely' begun, and.the 
splendtd resources of the county in respect to materials for 
road improvemE?nt have scarcely been touched. 
The sandy roads will requirediiIerenttreatment. Some of 
'the longest and worst stretches ,"of sand are" conveniently 
located with reference to ,the loess-covered area in Liberty 
township, and lqess clay over sand produces excellent results. ' 
There are sandy roads near Independence in proximity to a 
number of quarries from which crushed stone might readily 
be obtained. This material 'alone, however, would probably 
notlast well, lor the stone from the Independence quarries is 
rather soft and would "soon be ground into 'fine, calcareous 
dust under the wheels of ordinary travel and traffic.- But the 
region is well supplied with gravel as well as with limestone, 
and afoundatiOIi of "stone, dressed on top with Buchanan grav-
el, will make avery serviceable and durable roadbed. 
Water Supplies. 
When lhe county was settled, near the middle of the 
present century, the streams, even of the smaller size, seldom 
failed throughout the year, and "well water was found every-
where in the arift at depths ranging from nve to forty feet. 
Within recent years the minor streams are dried up during 
, midsummer, and permanent wells, .as a rule,are only found 
after boring through the drift andfrom twenty-"tomorethan 
200 feet into the underlying rocks., In sODle localities, as in 
the eastern half of Fairbanktow-nship, wate.r supplies are still 
found at comparatively shallo~depths in beds of Buchanan 
gravel. The city of Independence is supplied wit~ water 
drawn from a bed of grayel by means of drive wells. The 
gravel-is"reached at a depth of from thirty to fifty feet. About 
seventy of these wells were used in 1896, and about 400,O()() 
. . 
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gallons were pumped daily to supply thedemand. The pumps 
had a capacity of 500,000 gallons a day. 
At the residence of Adelbert Smith, near .the northwest cor-
ner of section 22, Buffalo township, there is a flowing well 
which furnishes a constant stream an inch in diameter. The 
. well is 152 feet in depth; it ends at the rock, in a bed of gravel 
which lies beneath blue clay of Kansan age. Another well on 
the place, not fiowing,p.owever, is twenty-five feet deep and 
penetrates a bed of Buchanan gravel. ' 
The well records show that the surface of the rock upon 
which the unconsolidated drift and other superficial materials 
lie, is very uneven. The preglacial surface had its hills and 
valleys, and the relief was much greater. than that exhibited . 
by the present surface. The known thickness of the Pleisto-
. cene deposits varies from zero, where the indurated rocks 
appear at the surface, to 215 feet.in section 4 of Buffalo town-
ship. 
Water Powers. 
There are water powers developed along the Wapsipinicon 
river at Fairbank, Littleton, Independence and Quasqueton. 
The most· important is that at Independence. There is here 
.a large, expensively equipped flouring mill, which utilizes 
about 200ho1's8 power. The ·Kiefer. Brothers' mill near Haz-
elton is on Otter creek. It has a bead of twelve feet and uses 
at times lllore than 100 horse power., Another mill on Otter 
creek is located at Otterville. 
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